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INTRODUCT101" 
Let H = - II + V be a Schrodinger operator on [R". The density 
associated to H is defined as 
p(x)= L lifdx)I", (I) 
1',";0 
where Eko if, are the eigenvalues and normalized eigenfunctions of H. 
A standard approximation to {I is the semiclassical density, given by 
(XEW), 
where ('" > 0 depends only on the dimension 11, and 
{
f' 
t' = 
+ - 0 
if t> 0, 
otherwise. 
(2 ) 
The purpose of this paper is to estimate p - {i" for a particular potential 
V TI on IR' that arises in the study of atoms. Specifically, V TI (x) is the 
Thomas -Fermi potential for atomic number Z; we will describe VTI below. 
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In [FS I], we announced the proof of an asymptotic formula for the 
ground-state energy of a non-relativistic atom. A crucial step in the proof 
of that formula is the estimate 
(a>O), (3) 
where P and Psc arise from V TF for large Z. The main result of this paper 
is that (3) holds, modulo an assumption which will be proven in our later 
papers [FS6, FS7]. The complete proof of the theorem in [FSI] is given 
by this paper, together with [FS2-FS7]. 
The potential V TF for an atom is spherically symmetric. Hence, it is 
natural to prove (3) by separation of variables. Recall that the density P 
associated to a radial potential V (Ixl) on [R3 is given by 
1 
P(x)=-4 2 L (21+I)PI(lx\), 
nlxl I~O 
(4 ) 
where PI(r) is the density associated to -d 2 /dr2+ VI(r) on (0, x'), with 
l(l + 1 ) 
VI(r)=--, -+ V(r). 
r 
(5 ) 
The results of our earlier paper [FS4] allow us to compute PI(r) modulo 
errors whose total contribution to (4) will not affect (3). 
In fact, for suitable one-dimensional potentials Won (O,x), we proved 
III [FS4] that the density is well-approximated by 
_ _I I.1 (-W(X»)~12. 
Psc(x)--(-W(x))+ - I' I.-(r/J), 
n . 
(6) 
where 
.1'= rx (-W(X))+ 11 dx, 
'0 
1 ,"£ I 
r/J=-j (-W(x))~2dx--, 
n 0 2 
(7) 
I.(t)=t-k-~ with k = (greatest integer ::::; t ). (8) 
On the right in (6), the first term is the usual semi-classical approximation, 
while the second term is a small correction. 
Taking W = VI and putting (6) into (4), we see that 
1 '" 1 I.' p(x) ~-4 I _12 L. (21 + 1)·- (- VI(lxl)) +-
n x I~O n 
1 '" (21 + 1 ) . _ 12 
--4 \ 121.... I' 1._(r/J/)·(-VI(\x\))+ ' 
n x I~O 'I 
(9) 
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with 
,1;=1"' (-V,(r))tl~dr, 
,() 
( 10) 
The first term on the right In (9) is a Riemann sum, which closely 
approximates the integral 
This integral is equal to the semiclassical density (2), Thus, (9) yields 
(II) 
with 
. I '\' (21 + I) . ' . 1 ~ p:-lT('\)=-~4 1_12 L, j' I. (1/>,)·(-1-',(1.>.:1)), . 
n.\ '>-0 " 
( 12) 
So the basic estimate (3) amounts to saying that 
(a>O) (13 ) 
when V is the Thomas Fermi potential for atomic number Z. 
Let us see what is needed to prove (13), A glance at the definition (8) 
shows that II. (t)1 ~ ~ for any f, Hence we have the trivial estimate 
One computes easily that J,,:lS,~lpt(x)p'(.r)(dx(Z\'/lx-rl) has the 
order of magnitude Z <", Thus, (13) means that significant cancellation 
occurs ir. the sum (12), Such cancellation occurs if the 1/>, are equidistributed 
modulo I, since X (t) has period I and mean zero, In this paper, we make 
assumptions on the equidistribution of the 1/>, modulo I. These assumptions 
will be proven in [FS6, FS7]. 
To state our assumptions on the 1/>" we introduce In"lX' the largest 
angular momentum for which V,(r) is negative somewhere. (The order of 
magnitude of Imax is Zl ',) Our assumptions on the 1/>, are 
(A) There are at 
II/>,-(nearest integer)1 ~I 
most 
" 41 
CZ 11 ~a integers I ~ I max for which 
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Here, 0 ~ a < tJ. The indices here are rather arbitrary, but at least (A) and 
(8 ~ express the equidistribution of the rPl modulo I. 
The main result of this paper is that (A ~ and (8 ~ imply the estimate 
• r dx dl' 0 j J (p(x)-Psc(x))(p(Y)-Psc(Y))-_·_, ~CZSJ .aJ RJ ll.l IX-YI 
In [FS6, FS7] we show that (A~ and (8) hold for some positive a. 
Although we forgo a serious discussion of (A) and (8) here, we should 
point out that they are intimately connected with the scarcity of periodic, 
zero energy orbits for the Thomas-Fermi potential Vn . To illustrate 
this point, consider the harmonic oscillator V I (x) = A Ixl2 - B or the 
hydrogenic potential V2 (x~ = E - Z/Ixl on [RJ. These potentials scale like 
the Thomas-Fermi potential if we take A - Z2, B - Z4 " E _ Z4 J. Of 
course, VI and V2 are classical examples of potentials with many periodic 
orbits. One checks that (3), (13), and (8) all fail for VI and V 2 • 
Next, we give a layman's explanation of the Thomas-Fermi potential. As 
a simplified model of an atom, we imagine a nucleus of charge Z fixed at 
the origin, and an electron cloud with particle density p(x) on jRJ. Each 
electron in the cloud feels the attraction of the nucleus and the repulsion 
of the electron cloud. Therefore, each electron behaves as if it were 
governed by the Hamiltonian H = - L1 + V, with 
Z f p( v) dl' V(x~= --+ . -. Ixl ll.J Ix-YI (14) 
On the other hand, the density of electrons governed by the Hamiltonian 
H is given by (I). In the semiclassical approximation, therefore, 
p(x~ = (const)( - V(x))J 2. ( 15) 
The solution of Eqs. (14), (15) is given by the Thomas-Fermi density 
PTF(X) and the Thomas-Fermi potential VTdx). These functions are 
radially symmetric, and (14), (15) reduce to an ordinary differential 
equation. In fact, one finds that 
( 16) 
for a constant c, with 
(17 ) 
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and y(t) defined as the solution of the Thoma.\'- Fermi equatioll 
on (0, ex); .1'(0) = L y(ex) = O. ( 18) 
From (16)- ( 18), one can read off the basic properties of VTF . For instance, 
the order of magnitude of Vn is given by 
(XEIR'). (19 ) 
A detailed discussion of Thomas-Fermi theory is given by Lieb [L]. 
We close this introduction by mentioning several open problems on the 
density (I). The first natural problem is to estimate {i - p" for the 
Thomas-- Fermi potential of a molecule. The most we can hope for here is 
probably 
" . dxdv 
, j (p(x)-Psc(X))(p(Y)-Psc(Y))-1 _'_=0(Z53) (20) 
"j.\' "J x-YI 
in place of (3). The proof of (20) ought to involve wave-equation methods 
since it brings in the aperiodicity of the Hamiltonian flow. 
The next problem concerns formula (II), whose precise meaning is 
(21 ) 
with 
I,' I' K(:d K( y) i I ...... CZ ,,,-----'--(X()''''=: ---·'~'xHJ· Ix-yl - (22) 
This is enough to accomplish the purpose of (II ), namely the reduction of 
(3) to (13). However, we believe that (22) can be sharpened considerably, 
by taking '/ larger. If (' is large enough. then (21) and (22) identify PNT as 
the leading correction to the semiclassical density for a given potential V. 
We would like to understand the function PNT- This brings in ana-
lytic number theory_ For instance, the computation J},l' (iNT(X) dx = 
LI,; I""" (21 + I ) X (t/! I) seems very close to that of LI '" 1m", l. (t/! I)' which in 
turn is clearly equivalent to counting the lattice points in the plane domain 
: (i., ~): 0:::;; ~ < <PO.)}, with 
)
1 2 I 
V TI- ( r ) elr - - _ 
+ 2 
Our current understanding of lattice-point problems appears to be inade-
quate to answer basic questions about the size and fluctuations of PNT' 
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Finally, we point out that if PNT is indeed the leading correction to the 
semiclassical density, then we can write a corrected equation in place of 
(15). Combining that new equation with (14) and solving by perturbation 
theory, we hope to find the leading correction to the Thomas-Fermi den-
sity. This would suggest that the density of electrons in a non-relativistic 
atom has a number-theoretic character. 
We are grateful to Maureen Schupsky for expertly TEXing our paper. 
REVIEW OF EARLIER RESULTS 
In this section, we recall the main results from our previous paper [FS4 ] 
on one-dimensional potentials. 
A. The WKB Density Theorem in One Dimension 
Setup. We are given positive numbers 8, K, N, c; two intervals Ie I Bvp 
(possibly unbounded); a point xoEI; a potential V(x) defined on I Bvp ; 
and two positive functions Sex), B(x) defined on /. Our assumptions are as 
follows. 
Assumptions Concerning Vex), Sex), B(x) on /. (ZO) If x, Y E I and 
1 x - y 1 < C B( x), then c < B( y )1 B( x) < C and c < S( y )1 S( x) < C. 
(Zl) If XE I and rJ. ~ 0, then I(dldx)~ V(x)1 ~ C,S(x) B-'(x). 
(Z2) The set {xEII V(x)<O} is a non-empty interval (Xlef" x rt ), 
with dist C'"left, a/) > CB(Xleft ) and dist (x,,, a/) > cB(x,t). 
(Z3) We have V(xo)< -cS(xo), V'(xo)=O; and for Ix-xol ~ 
cIB(xo) we have VI/(x)~cS(xo) B- 2(xo ). 
(Z4) For Xleft~X~XO-CIB(xo) we have -V'(x»cS(x)B-1(x); 
and for Xo + C 1 B(xo) ~ x ~ Xrt we have + V'(x) > cS(x) B- 1 (x). 
Define A(X) = SIi2 (x) B(x) for x E I, and set 
(r" dx )-1 A = XI,ft A(X) B(x) . 
Assumptions Concerning Vex) on all of I Bvp . (Z5) We have Vex) > 0 
for all xEIBVp\[Xleft, x rt ]. 
(Z6) For all xEIBvp with x<xleft-AKB(Xleft), we have V(x)~ 
1000/Ix-XleftI 2 ; and for all xEIBvp with x>xrt+AKB(xrt ), we have 
V(x)~ l000/Ix-xrt I2. 
Polynomial Growth Assumptions on Sex), B(x), I. (Z7) We have 
max'EI B(x) < AKmin'EI B(x); max,E/ Sex) < AKmin'EI Sex); and 111< 
AK. min'EI B(x). 
6071111-7 
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Smallness of the Constant c. (Z8) The constant c is bounded above by 
a certain small, positive number determined by £, K, N, C, C, C" C~. 
The WKB Hypothesis. (Z9) A is bounded below by a certain large, 
positive number determined by s, K, N, c, C, C" c, C~. 
Let Ek and Uk(X) be the eigenvalues and (normalized) eigenfunctions of 
_d 2ldx 2 + V(x) on I Bvp , with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. 
Then define the density p(x) and its refined semiclassical approximation 
Psc(x) on I Bvp by setting 
p(x) = I luJ\'W 
Recall that t: = ta for t> 0, t{~ = 0 for t ~ 0, and that X _ (t) = x - k - ! for 
k = (largest integer ~ x). For any x E IR, define 
H(x)=f (p(x)-PsJ"l)dx. 
lBVP n ( '1:'. _\] 
WKB DENSITY THEOREM. Assume (ZO)-(Z9). 
Case I. Suppose minkEZILvp(-V(y»~2dy-n(k+1/2)I>CA-'. 
Then 
(A) IH(x)\ ~ A - N for x ~ X'd1 - cB(xleft ). 
(B) (Av _ . _\H(x)1 2 )'/2":::A- N +C A,,-45/43. Ix - xl < cB(x) '" * 
f (- V(y »~2 dy for X left - CB(X'dt) ~.\' ~ Xrt + cB(xrt ). 
IBVPn( - ,f,. r + ("tB~il] 
(C) 1 H (x) I ~ A - N + C * A£.- 45/43 LBVP ( - V ( Y » ~2 dy for x ~ X rt + 
cB(x" ). 
Case II. Suppose, instead, that minkEL ILBVP (- V(y))~2 dy-n(k+ 1/2)1 
~ CA- I. Then 
(A) IH(x)1 ~AN for X~xleft-cB(xleft). 
(B) (Au _. - IH(x)\2)1/2 ,,::: A N + C A-I J 
, Ix xl<cB(x)"' ""'"" * IBVPn( ex,,_i+CiB(ij) 
(- V( Y )~2 dy for X'eft - CB(X'eft) ~.\' ~ Xrt + cB(xrt ). 
(C) IH(x)I~A N+C*A I LBvp(-V(y»~2tZvforx~xrt+cB(xrt). 
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Here C depends only on 1:, K, N, c, C, c l , C~; and C * depends only on 1:, K, 
N, c, C, c l , C, C,. 
Remarks. The exponent I: - ~ in Case I is not important to us in this 
paper, and surely not optimal. Any exponent strictly less than - 1 would 
serve our purpose. 
B. The Density for Degenerate One-Dimensional Potentials I 
In the next sections, we give crude results on the density p(x) in various 
degenerate cases in which the hypotheses in the preceding section break 
down. We begin by treating a potential Vex) whose minimum V(xo) is 
negative but has relatively small absolute value. 
Setup. We are given positive numbers 1:, K, N, S, B; a potential Vex) 
defined on a (possibly unbounded) interval I Bvp and a point Xo E I Bvp . Our 
assumptions are as follows. 
Hypotheses. (ZO*) I={x:lx-xol<cB}cIBvp . 
(Zl *) I(d/dx)' V(x)1 ~ C,SB-a on I. 
(Z2*) V"(x)~C'SB-2 on 1. 
Set A. = SI/2 B, and make the following further assumptions: 
(Z3*) V'(xo)=O and _A.-36/43S~ V(xo)<O. 
(Z4*) ForxEIBvp\!wehave V(x»O. 
(Z5*) For xEIBvp with Ix-xol>HKB, we have V(x)~ 
WOO/Ix - Xo 12. 
(Z6*) A. is bounded below by a certain large, positive number deter-
mined by 1:, K, N, c, c', C,. 
Let E k , udx) be the eigenvalues and (normalized) eigenfunctions for 
-d2jdx2 + Vex) on I Bvp , with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. 
As in the previous section, define the density p(x) and its refined semi-
classical approximation Psc(x) on I Bvp , by the formulas 
p(x)= L IUk(X)1 2 
Ek"'O 
_ ( _ 1 ( V ( )) 1/2 ( V (x)) ~ 1/2 
Psc x)-- - x + -S (-V( ))-1/2d 
n IBVP y + Y 
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Then set 
H(x)= f (p(x)-PsJX'»d,X'. 
IBVpn (-. xl 
FIRST DEGENERATE DENSITY LEMMA. Assume (ZO* )-(Z6*). 
Case I. Suppose that minkE?ILBVP(-V(y»~2dy-n(k+l/2)1~ 
C). . I. Then 
(A) IH(x)1 ~). - N if x lies to the left of l. 
(B) (Av I IHI 2 )1/2 ~ C*).'· 2/43. 
(C) IH(x)1 ~ C*A£ 2/43 (f x lies to the right of I. 
Case II. Suppose, instead, that 
(- V( Y »~2 dy - n(k + 1/2)1 ~ C), -I. Then 
(A) IH(x)1 ~X -N ifx lies to the left of I. 
(B) (AvIIHI 2 )1/2 ~ C*. 
(C) IH(x)1 ~ C* if x lies to the right of I. 
The constants C*, C depend only on B, K, N, c, c', Ca. 
Remark. Again, the precise exponents in Case I (B), (C) are irrelevant 
to us, and are surely not optimal. 
C. The Density for Degenerate One-Dimensional Potentials II 
In this section we give (very) crude results for the density without mak-
ing any polynomial growth assumptions on the weight functions Sex), B(x) 
or the interval I. These results will be used later for ODE arising from 
three-dimensional problems, with angular momentum I in the range (large 
constant, ZE). The precise formulation is as follows. 
Setup. We are given a potential Vex) defined on a (possibly unbounded) 
interval I Bvp ; positive functions Sex), B(x), defined on a subinterval 
IcIBvp ; a point xcritEIBvp; an energy Ecrit~O; and a number b strictly 
between 0 and 1. 
Assumptions. (ZO) For x,YEI with Ix-YI<cB(x), we have c< 
B(y)/B(x)<C, c<S(y)/S(x)<C, and III >cB(x). 
(ZT) For xEI and (X~O we have (d/dx)' V(x)1 ~C,S(x)B '(x). 
(Z2) For Ecrit~E~O, the set {xEIBvp I V(x)~E} is a non-empty 
interval (xleft(E), xrr(E» contained in I, with dist(xleft(E), of) > 
cB(xleft (E» and dist (x r ( (E), of) > cB(xrt (E ». 
(Z3) For Ecrit~E~O, we have -V'(x)~cS(x)B I(X) for XE 
[xleft(E), xleft(E)+CtB(Xleft(E»] and +V'(x)~cS(x)B I(X) for XE 
[ x rt (E ) - c I B( x rt ( E », X r( ( E )]. 
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(Z4) For Ecrit~E~O, we have cS(x)<E-V(x)<CS(x) for XE 
[x1eft (E) + CI B(Xleft (E», Xrt (E) - c i B(xrt (E»)]. 
(Z) Vex) is decreasing and COO on I~~e~ior n (- 00, Xleft (0)]. 
(Zo) For Ecrit~E~O, we have xleft(E)+cB(Xleft(E»~Xcrit. 
(Z7) For E crit ~ E ~ 0, we have 
f . (E-V(t))~1/2dt~t5f (E-V(t»~1/2dt. 
IBVP n (- <Xl, XCnl] IBVP 
(Z8) A = (J~:r~?6) dx/}.(x) B(X»-I is greater than a certain large, 
positive number determined by c, C, c» Ca above. 
Here, ).(x) = SI/2(X) B(x) as usual. 
It t5 ~ 1, then assumption (Z7) says that in the semiclassical approxima-
tion, eigenfunctions udx) with eigenvalues Ek E [EcriP 0] are almost 
entirely concentrated in (XcriP 00) n I Bvp . We want to show that the true 
density 
p(x) = L IUk(XW 
Ek'; 0 
is then highly concentrated in the same interval. Here, Ek and Uk (x) are the 
eigenvalues and (normalized) eigenfunctions of -d2/dx 2 + Vex) with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions on I Byp . The precise result is as follows. 
SECOND DEGENERATE DENSITY LEMMA. Assume (ZO)-(Z8). Then 
f p(x) dx ~ C # + C # t5 f (- V(X»~2 dx 
lBVP" ( - oc, Xcnt] lBVP 
+ C # f (Ecrit - V(X»~2 dx 
IBVP 
and LBVP p(x) dx ~ C # + C # Lvp (- V(X»~2 dx, with C # depending only 
on c, C, c l , C. in (ZO)-(Z8). 
D. The Density for Degenerate One-Dimensional Potentials III 
The results in this section are for application to three-dimensional 
problems, with angular momentum I in the range [1, Large constant]. Our 
setting is as follows. 
We are given a potential Vex) that is smooth on (0, 00). We take 
B(x)=x and let Sex) be a positive function on 1= [XO,xI]c(O, 00). As 
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usual, we set A(X) = SI/2(X) B(x) on 1. In addition to Xo, XI' we are given 
other points Xsmall, Xbig, X crit , x* E (0,00), with 
2xo < Xcn! < ~ X *, 
Set H= -d2/dx2+ V(x) on (0,0:;) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Let Ek , udx) be the eigenvalues and (normalized) eigenfunctions of H. 
Define the density p(x) as usual by p(x) = LEk"'; 0 I udx W. 
Our goal is to make a (very crude) estimate of S ~"" p(x) dx. In addition 
to (1), we make the following assumptions. 
Hypotheses. (ZO) If x,)'EI and Ix-)'I<~B(x), then c<S(y)/ 
Sex) < C. 
(Zl) If xEI, then I(dldx)' V(x)l~CaS(x)B-'(x). 
(Z2) If xEI, then V(x)< -cS(x) and V'(x»cS(x) B I(X). 
(Z3) If = (J I dx/ A(x) B(x)) I is greater than a certain large, positive 
number determined by c, C, C, in (ZO)-(Z2). 
(Z4) For XE(O,X,mall] we have V(X):;:;'CX02 
(Z5) For x E [xsmall ' xo] we have I V(x)1 ~ CXo 2 
(Z6) We have Xbig~CXI and Vex) is increasing in [XI' X big ]. 
(Z7) For XE [x l /8, Xbig], we have I V(x)1 ~CXl 2. 
(Z8) For XE [xblg , 00), we have V(x):;:;'O. 
(Z9) For EE [V(x*), 0] we have 
f"" (E- Vex)) 1/2 dx~(j· f,2 (E- V(X))-li2 dx. 
~ ~ 
When (j ~ 1 hypothesis (Z9) shows that in the semiclassical approxima-
tion, most of the L 2-norm of an eigenfunction udx) with EkE [V(x*), 0] 
is concentrated outside of (0, Xcri! ]. 
THIRD DEGENERATE DENSITY LEMMA. Assume (l) and (ZO)-(Z9). Set 
Eni! = V(x*). Then 
and 
with C * depending only on c, C, C a, C, C, in (ZO)-(Z9). 
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E. The Density for Degenerate One-Dimensional Potentials IV 
The results in this section will be used to handle angular momentum 
1=0 in three-dimensional problems. Our setting is as follows. 
We are given a smooth potential Vex) on (0, 00). We take B(x) = x and 
let Sex) be a positive function on I=[xo,xl]c(O,oo). Let ).(x)= 
SI/2(X) B(x) as usual. We are given Xcri!> x*, Xbig ' satisfying 
(1) 
Set H= -d2/dx 2+ Vex) on (0,00), with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Let Eb udx) be the eigenvalues and (normalized) eigenfunctions of H. 
Define the density p(x) as usual by 
p(x) = I. IUk(XW. 
Ek '" 0 
Our goal is to make a crude estimate of g"il p(x) dx. In addition to (1), we 
make the following assumptions. 
Hypotheses. (Zot) If x, Y E I and Ix - y I < ~ B(x), then c < S( y)/ 
S(x)<C. 
(ZIt) If XEI and :x~0, then I(d/dx)' V(x)1 ~C"S(x)B-'(x). 
(Z2t) If xEI, then V(x)< -cS(x) and V'(x»cS(x)B-I(x). 
(Z3 t ) A = (J I dx/ }.(x) B(x)) -I is greater than a certain large, positive 
number determined by c, C, C, in (Zot HZ2t). 
(Z4t) W(x)1 ~ C/(xox) for x E (0, xo]. 
(Z5 t ) Vex) is increasing and negative in [xl/8, Xbig ], and satisfies 
there W(x)1 <CXi2. Also, Xbig<CX I. 
(Z6 t ) V(x)~ _1O-9x -2 for XE [Xbig , 00). 
(Z7t) For E E [V(x* ), 0], we have 
f"il (E- V(X))-1/2dx~b'f'/2 (E- V(X))-1/2dx. 
Xo xo 
As usual, (Z7t) says that certain eigenfunctions live mostly outside of 
[xo, x cri!] in the semiclassical approximation. 
FOURTH DEGENERATE DENSITY LEMMA. Assume (1) and (Zot )-(Z7t). 
Set Ecri! = V(x*). Then 
("il p(x) dx ~ C* + C*b r' (- V(X))~2 dx + C* (J (Ecri! - V(X))~2 dx 
and J~ p(x) dx~ C* + C* J~ (- V(X))~2 dx with C*, depending only on c, 
C, C" C in (Zot )-(Z7t). 
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F. Approximating Sums by Integrals 
Separation of variables leads to sum over all angular momenta I. The 
following result lets us approximate such sums by integrals. For real 
numbers t, define 
X + (t) = k - t -1: for k the smallest integer ~ t; 
X (t)=t-k-~ for k the largest integer ~t; 
X(t) = It - k - ~12 - n- for an integer k that minimizes It -k - 1 I. 
LEMMA ON RIEMANN SUMS. Let f( t), 0'( t), r( t) be defined on a non-empty 
interval [a, b]. Suppose O'(t) > 0, r( t) ~ I in [a, b]; and assume that when-
ever t l' t 2 E [a, b] with It 1 - t 21 < cr(t d, we have c < r(t 2 )/r(t tl < e and c < 
0'( t 2 )/0'(1 tl < C. Finally assume I (dldt)'" f( t)1 ~ em O'(t) r m(t) for t E [a, b]. 
Then Lkd'n [a.b] f(k) = SZf(t) dt - f(b) X (b) - f(a) L(a)+ 1:/,(b)X(b) 
- 1/'(a) 2(a) + Error ~vith IErrorl ~ CO'(a) r -2(a) + CO'(b) r-2(b) + 
e:'1 SZ O'(t) r N(t) dt. Here, C depends only on c, e, em; and e:'1 depends 
only on c, e, em, N. Iff(t) = 0 to infinite order at t = a, then we have the 
sharper estimate I Errorl ~CO'(b)r-2(b)+e:'1J:0'(t)r-N(t)dt, with C, e~, 
as before. Similarly, if f( t) = 0 to infinite order at t = b, then I Errorl ~ 
C'0'(a)r- 2(a)+C'I S:O'(t)r-N(t)dt. If f(t)=O to infinite order at both 
t=aandt=b, then IErrorl~e~JZO'(t)r-N(t)dt. 
SEPARATION OF VARIABLES 
Our plan is to apply separation of variables to reduce spherically sym-
metric POE problems to our known ODE theorems. Let V(r) be a poten-
tial on (0,0:.;), and let H= -,1 + V(x) on IR J , where we abuse notation by 
writing V(x) for V(lxl). Our goal, here and in [FS7], is to understand the 
eigenvalue sum 
sneg(H) = L Ek 
£'1< ~o 
and the density 
p(x) = I Il/Ik(XW, 
Ek <; 0 
where Eb 1/1 dx) denote the eigenvalues and normalized eigenfunctions 
of H. 
For I ~ 0, form the potential V,(r) = 1(1 + 1 )/r 2 + V(r), and let HI denote 
the ordinary differential operator HI = - d 2/dr 2 + VI(r) on (0, eN), with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let Ell." ulI,(r) (I ~n~nmax(l)) be the 
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eigenvalues and normalized eigenfunctions of H,. The eigenvalue sum and 
density for H, are 
sneg( H,) = I En' 
En,/~O 
p,(r) = L lull,(rW. 
t:n'~ 0 
Introduce the spherical harmonics Y'm( H') (m = 1, ... , 21 + 1 ) defined on the 
unit sphere 52 in (RJ. We take the Y'm(lI') orthonormal in L2(5 2 ) with 
respect to surface area. Then the eigenvalues and normalized eigenfunctions 
of Hare 
Since Lm I Y'm(wW = (21 + 1 )/4n on 52, it follows that 
sneg(H) = I (21 + 1) sneg(H,), 
'''30 
4nr2p(m) = I (21 + 1) p,(r) 
'''30 
We will control sneg(H,) and p,(r), by using our ODE results, and then 
perform the sum over I. 
ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF THE THOMAs-FERMI POTENTIAL 
The potentials of interest to us arise by rescaling the potential 
Q y(x) 
VQ(x)=J---' 
x- x 
X E (0, 00 ), Q E [0,00 ), 
where y(x) is the solution of the Thomas-Fermi differential equation 
d 2 
d 
2 y(x) = y3/2(X)' X- I /2, 
X 
y(O)= 1, y(oo)=O. 
(1 ) 
(2) 
The basic properties of (2) are well known. In particular, Hille [Hi] 
contains the following results. 
LEMMA 1. y(x) is smooth and strictly between 0 and 1 for x E (0, 'x), 
while y'(x) is bounded and negative on (0, 00). For x small, y(x) has a 
convergent series expansion of the form 
607 III I-K 
y(x)= l-wx+ I Wk Xki2 
k"3J 
with I\' > 0 and l1'k real. (3) 
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For x larKe, y(x) ha,\ a cOllverKellt series expansion, 
.1'( x) = 144x .1 (1 + I h k X k: ) 
k _, I 
with )'=~(,\,/73-7), (4) 
We seldom need (3) and (4) in full strength. Instead, we will just use the 
following. 
COROLLARY. Git'en'l > 0, there exist constants 0 < k I (Ill < K2(1]) such 
that 
I ( d)' I • - 1 I cit l)(xt)-l J <I] (5) 
l( il)'{(.\'t)J }I - -- d.\'t) - I < 11 dt 144 . (6) 
Regarding Vu (x), the following results may be found, for instance, in 
Hughes [Hu, pp.235236]. Let Q=max,>o(xy(x»>O. Thus, VQ;?O for 
Q;?Q. 
LEM"fA 2, Let Q E (0, Q). Then VQ has exa(,tly tll'O ::eros x dQ) and 
x 2(Q), (/nd two critical points xo(Q), xm(Q), and these points //lay he taken 
to satislr 
0< xl(Q) <xo(Q) < x 2(Q) <xm(Q), 
LEMMA 3. Git'en I: > 0, there exist positive constants (',(I:) (0 ~ i~ 5) with 
the /iJlloll'IlK propertes: For Q E (I:, Q), \I'e have 
(8) 
j iJr I ~k ~ 3, XE l~' 2X,(Q)j 
- 10 - (9) 
(10) 
(11 ) 
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For Ix - xo(Q)1 ~ ('5(£)' we have 
~ V~(xo)· (x - xo(Q))2 ~ Va(x) - Va(xo(Q)) 
~!Av~(xo(Q)·(x-XO(Q»)2. (12) 
Immediately from Lemmas 1~3, we see that V~(x)<O for x<xo(Q) and 
that V~ (x m( Q) ) ~ O. In fact, Lemma 2 shows that V~ cannot change sign 
in (0, xo(Q», and Lemma 3 gives V~(x I (Q)) < O. Therefore, V~l < 0 on 
(0, xo(Q)). Moreover, we see from Lemmas 2 and 3 that Va cannot change 
sign in (X2(Q),X), and that Va(.'2(Q)) = 0, V~AX2(Q») > O. Therefore, V!.l 
is a positive, smooth function on 1= (X2(Q), (0), and Va tends to zero at 
the endpoints of I. Consequently, V!.llt assumes a maximum at some point 
X,(Q)EI. In particular, V;;(x,(Q)~O, V~l(X,(Q))=O, x,(Q»X2(Q). 
These last two conditions and Lemma 2 show that x,(Q) = xm(Q). Thus, 
V;;(xm(Q) ~ 0, as asserted. 
Unfortunately, we will need to use a long list of additional elementary 
properties of Va (x). These properties are surely well known to anyone 
interested in atoms, but we do not know where to find them in the 
literature. Hence, we will prove them here, as consequences of Lemmas 1~3. 
Specifically, we will need the following result. 
MAIN LEMMA ON THE THOMAs~FERMI POTENTIAL. Let Six) = 
min{x I,X 4}. There exst universal constants C, c l , ('2, r:, C, C,>Ofor 
which the following properties hold: 
I. Suppose 0 < Q ,;;; (1 - n Q. Then we have 
A. The si::e and sign of V!.l (.'), 
r:Qx 2<Va(X)<CQx 2 for xE(O,(l-cdxl(Q)] (13) 
(;S(XI(Q))· (XI(Q)) I (XI(Q) - x) 
,;;; Va(x) ~ CS(XI(Q))· (XI(QJr I (xdQ) - x) 
for XE [(I-cdxl(Q), XI(Q)] (14) 
r:S(xdQ))· (XI(Q)) I (x - XI(Q)) 
~ - Vo(x)';;; CS(XI(Q))· (xl(Q)) I (x - XI(Q)) 
(15 ) 
(; S( x) < - V 0 (., ) < C S( x) for x E [(l + (' d x I (Q), (I - (' I ) X 2 (Q) ] 
CS(X2(Q))(X2(Q)) I (X2(Q) - x) (16) 
,;;; - Va (.,) ~ CS(X2(Q))(X2(Q)) . I (X2(Q) - x) 
(17) 
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(~S(.'dQ))(X2(Qn I (X - x 2(Q)) 
~ VfJ(x) ~ CS(x 2(Q))(X 2(Q)) I (X - Xe(Q)) 
j{1I' XE [X 2(Q), (I +CdX2(Q)] 
B. The si::e and siKfl of deriLYItil'es oj" VlJ(x), 
(~Qx 3 < _ V~J(x) < CQx 3 
(18 ) 
(19) 
.li)r xE[O,(I-CI)XO(Q)] (20) 
(~S(x)x 2< V;~(.\")<CS(x)x 2 
j{lr XE[(1-C I )XO(Q),(I+c l )xo(Q)], V~J(xo(Q))=O (21) 
tS(x)x I<V~J(X)<CS(x)x I 
jilr x E [( I + ('I) xo(Q), (I + CI) x 2(Q)] 
Ic;:r Vf2 (X)1 ~C,S(x)x ' 
j{)r XE [(I-cl)xl(Q), (I +C I )X2(Q)]. 
C. The ::eros and critical points oj" V lJ (x), 
(~Q < xl(Q) < xo(Q) < CQ, xo(Q) - xl(Q) > tQ 
(CQ 12<X2(Q)<XII/(Q)<CQ 12 XII/(Q)-X2(Q»tQ 
XII/(Q) > (I + 2el) x 2(Q), xdQ) < (I - c l ) xo(Q), 
XIJ(Q) < (I - 2('1) x 2(Q)· 
II. Suppose (I - c) Q ~ Q < Q. Then 1I'e have 
IC;~tr Vf2(X)I~C,S(X)X "tS(x)x 2<V;~(X)<CS(x)x 
j{1I' x E [( 1- ('2) XIJ(Q), (I + ('2) Xo(Q)], 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
I 2 (25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
The rest of this section is devoted to proving the above main lemma. We 
look separately at the three regions 0 < Q < 1:, D ~ Q ~ Q - 1:, Q - D ~ Q < Q, 
for a small, positive /: to be picked later. We begin by proving the following 
preliminary result. 
LEM\1A 4. Thejimctions xl(Q), X2(Q), xo(Q) arc smooth on (0, Q), and 
xm(Q) is (,OlJtimlOlls Oil (0, Q). 
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Proof To handle xo(Q), xl(Q), X2(Q), we need only apply the implicit 
function theorem, since V Q (x) is smooth on (0, CXJ) X (0, CXJ) and we 
know that VQ(xl(Q)) = 0, V~(XI(Q)) < 0; VQ (x 1(Q)) = 0, V~(X2(Q)) > 0; 
V~(xo(Q)) = 0, V;;(xo(Q)) > 0 by Lemmas 2 and 3. For xm(Q) we need a 
different argument, because Lemmas 2 and 3 do not assert that V;; (xm(Q)) 
is strictly negative. We proceed as follows. 
We know from (6) that l(d/dx)(y(x)x- I )I:o(Cx- 5 for x~C, where 
C> 0 is a large, universal constant. Hence, V~ (x):o( - 2Qx - 3 + Cx 5 < 0 
for x>max{C, (C/2Q)12}. Since V~ (x",(Q))=O, it follows that 
{ ( 
C )li2} 
x",(Q):o( max C, 2Q for Q E (0, Q). (30) 
Now we suppose x",(Q) discontinuous and derive a contradiction. If 
x"JQ) is discontinuous, then we can find Q,-+Q with QE(O,:Y)) and 
xm(Q,.) +> xm(Q). The x",(Q,) are positive, and (30) shows that they 
remain bounded. Hence, by passing to a subsequence, we may assume 
x",(Q,.) -+:X- with .X- =/ x",(Q). Since x",(Q,) > X2(Q,) and x 2(Q,.) -+ X2(Q) > 0 
we know that .X- is strictly positive. Noting that V~(x",(Q,)) = 0 and 
passing to the limit, we see that V6 (.\") = O. Therefore, '.x- = x m(Q) or .X- = 
xo(Q), by Lemma 2. We know that .x-=/xm(Q), so .x-=xo(Q). Hence, V~(.x-) 
>0, by Lemma 3. On the other hand, we have V;;,(xm(Q,.)):o(O. Passing to 
the limit, we find that V6(X):o(O. Thus, V6(.X-) >0 and V6(.X-):o(O. This 
contradiction completes the proof. I 
LEMMA 5. Given £ > 0 there exists b > 0 such that for every c I E (0, b) 
there exist (\ C, CX, depending only on £ and C I , such that (13), ... , (26) hold 
for all Q E [£, Q - £]. 
Proof Let CA(£)' CB(£)' etc. denote posItIve constants depending 
only on £. Similarly, let ('4(£' cd, cB (£, cd, etc. denote positive constants 
depending only on £ and C I' Lemma 4 and (7) show that we can find C A (£), 
C B(e) so that the following properties hold: 
for QE[£,Q-S] (31) 
for QE [e, Q-e]. (32) 
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Next, note that -V~2(X)[S(x)x IJ 1 is continuous on F={(Q,x): 
QE[I:,Q-<:J, 1CA(I:):(x:(2C8(1:)) and strictly positive for x=xdQ). 
Therefore, for suitable constants Cf)(D), Cdl:), C/(I:), we have 
Cn(l:) Six) x 1 < - V~2(X) < C'o(;:) Six) x 1 
for Ix-x,(QlI:(c,(I:)xdQ),QE[I:,Q-I:]. (33) 
Similarly, 
C(,(I:)S(X)X 1< V~l(X)<CII(I:)S(X)x 1 
for Ix - x2(Q)1 :( c,(I:) X2(Q), Q E [I:, Q -I:]. (34) 
Again, since V;~(x)[S(x) x 2J 1 is continuous on F and strictly positive 
for x = xo(Q), we have 
c,(I:)S(x)x 2<_V;~(X)<CK(I:)S(X)X 2 
for Ix-xo(Q)I:(c,(D)Xo(Q),QE[I:,Q-;;]. (35) 
Now suppose we are given C 1 satisfying 
(36) 
Since xl(Q»O, x 2(Q»O are continuous, we can find C\I(D, ('1)<<: such 
that QE[I:,Q-I:J, IQ-QI:(c\I(I:,C I ) imply l.li(Q)-xi(Q)I:(CIX,(Q) 
U=I,2), so that [xl(Q)·(I-ctJ, x2(Q)·(I+ctlJ::::J[xdQ),x](Q)]. Set 
Q=Q-C~f(r.,CI)' Since VQ(X)=CA/(I:,CI)X 2+VQ (X) and Vr)(x»O 
outside [xd Q ), Xl(Q)], it follows that 
V12 (X)? CM(D, c l ) X 
~'!2(X)?CM(I:, cl)x 
Also, for all Q, we have 
for x:((I-cl)xl(Q),QE[D,Q-<:J, (37) 
for x?(I+C I )X2(Q),QE[D,Q-I:]. (38) 
(39) 
Equations (37 )-( 39) show that properties (13) and (19) hold for (~ small 
enough and C large enough, depending on eland I:. 
Next, note that - VQ(x) S I(X) is strictly positive and continuous on 
: (Q, x): Q E [I:, Q - I:], (I + C I) x dQ) :( x:( ( 1 - C I )xl( Q) :. Hence, 
(>,.(1:, ( 1) Six) < - VQ(x) < Co(I:, ("I) Six) 
for (I +c,)x,(Q):(x:((I-c,)x2(Q),QE [I:,Q-;:]. 
This proves property (16) for t small enough and C large enough, 
depending on c I and 1:. 
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Since V(xdO))=O, properties (14) and (15) follow from (33) and 
(36), for t small enough and C large enough, depending on C I and £. 
Similarly, properties (17) and (18) follow from (34) and (36). Thus, we 
have verified properties (13 )-( 19). 
Next, since xo(O) is continuous, we can find (' p(e, c l ) < f. such that 
OE[f.,Q-I:J and IQ-OI::::;cp(f.,c,) implies Ixo(Q)-xo(Q)I<clxo(Q)· 
Taking Q=O-cP(f.,c l ), we obtain x o(Q»(I-c l )xo(O) so that 
VD(x)<O for x::::;(I-cdxo(O). Since VQ(x)=c p(e,c l )x- 2+ Va(x), it 
follows that 
for x::::;(I-cdxo(O),OE[e,Q-f.]. (40) 
Estimates (40) and (41 ) imply property (20) for 0 E [£, Q - r. J, if t is small 
enough and C large enough enough, depending on C I and G. 
Property (21) follows at once from (35), (36), if t is small enough and 
C large enough, depending on C I and G. 
Next, note that V~}(x)· [S(x)x 'J 'is strictly positive and continuous 
on {(O, x): 0 E [r., Q - r.J, (1 + c,) xo(O)::::; x::::; (1 + c l ) X2(0)}, since (xo(O), 
(1 + c l ) x 2(0)J c (xo(O), x",(O)) by (32), (36). Therefore, 
C R(G, c l ) S(x) X-I < V~(.x-) < Cd!:, cd S(x) X-I 
for (1 + C I ) X 0 ( 0) ::::; x ::::; (1 + c, ) X 2 ( 0), 0 E [e, Q - e ]. 
This proves property (22) for (~ small enough and C large enough, 
depending on C I and E. 
Next, since [(d/dx)' Vf](x)J [S(x) x 'J ' is continuous on {(O, x): 
OE [r., Q-r.J and ~xl(0)::::;x::::;2x2(0)}, it follows that 
1 (:x-)' VQ(X)I::::;c,(f.)S(X)X ' for ~XdO)::::;X::::;2X2(0),OE[f.,Q-e]. 
This implies property (23), since c,::::; To by (36). 
Finally, properties (24)-(26) follow from (31), (32), (36) if we take t 
small enough and C large enough, depending on C I and f.. Thus, we have 
verified properties (13 )-(26). The proof of Lemma 5 is complete. I 
Next, we study 0 E (0,8]. 
LEMMA 6. There exist positive universal constants eo, ('" C, C, C, for 
It'hich properties (13 )-(26) hold for all 0 E (0, eo]. We can take C I = 10 - 2. 
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Proof We use k I' K2 , etc. to denote positive, universal constants. We 
start by applying (5) and (6) with II = 1 0 ~\l. Thus, there exist constants 
0< k 1 < K2 such that 
1 
"2:( f :( 2, x:( k I; 
(42) 
for 0 :(x :( 4. 
(43) 
We may take kl < 1 < K 2 • 
In [k l ,K2 ]. the function -y(x)x 1 is negative and smooth, and its 
derivative is positive. Therefore, for suitable constants K], k 4 • L,. K6 • K', 
we have 
I (~)' ()'( x) Xl) I :( K' S( x) x ' dx 
Pick 1: 0 in W. Jt) so small that 0 < Q < 21:0 implies 
I ~(QX 2)1 :(k,S(x)x 1 dx 
I(Qx 2)1 <k 4 S(x) 
lOQ <k l ; 
(44) 
(45) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
Then take ('I = 10 2. We will check that (13)(26) hold for suitable 
universal constants (" C', C,. We begin by locating xo(Q). xdQ), x 2(Q), 
x"'( Q), for 0 < Q :( 1:0 , Thus. fix Q E (0, 1: 0 ]. 
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Setf(t)=QVQ(Qt)=[t 2_ t -I_(y(Qt)-I)t I]. Applying (42) and 
(49), we see that f( I - 10 - 49) > 0 > f( I + 10 -49). Hence there is a point 
.\'I(Q) satisfying 
Next, set 
f(t)=4Q"V~(2Qt)= -t-'+t 2 
d 
+ [y( 2Q t) - I ] t 2 - t - I dt {y( 2Q t ) - I }. 
(51 ) 
Applying (42) and (49) again, we see that{( I - 10 49) < 0 <{( I + 10 49). 
Hence, there is a point .\'o(Q) satisfying 
(52) 
Similarly, set f(t) = 144Q 2V Q(l2Q - ut) = t 2 - t 4 - t 4 [(12Q - 12t)3 
y(12Q-'2 t )/144-1}. Applying (43) and (50), we see thatf(l-IO 49)< 
0< f( I + 10 49). Hence, there is a point .\' 2( Q) satisfying 
1.\';,(Q)-12Q '21<12xlO-49Q 12 
Next, set 
f(t ) = 144Q 2:!.. V (12 12 Q 1 2 t) dt Q v~ 
(53 ) 
Applying (43) and (50) again, we see that f( 1 - 10 - 49) > 0 > f( 1+ 10. 49 ). 
Hence there is a point .\'",(Q) satisfying 
.\'//I(Q). Since ·\'dQ), ·\'2(Q) are zeros of VQ and ·\'o(Q) and .\'",(Q) are 
critical points, Lemma2 shows that ·\'I(Q)=XI(Q), ·\'2(Q)=X2(Q), 
.\'()(Q) = xo(Q), and .\'//I(Q) = x",(Q). 
Now we can verify properties (13)-(26). In view of (51) and (53), 
we have [XI(Q), Xl(Q)] c ((1- 10 2) xdQ), (I + 10 2) X2(Q)) for 
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.0=(1-10 'IQ. Since "12(xl=10 'Qx :'+J'Q(x) and "Q(x»O out-
side [xl(QI, x:,(QI], we obtain 
V!2(xl> 10'Qx 
J 'f2 Ly) > 10 'Qy 
for X:( (I - 10 ") x d Q), 
x~(I+1O :')x:,(Q). 
(55 ) 
(56) 
Properties (13) and (19) with c 1 = 10 :' arc immediate from (39), (551, 
(56). 
Similarly, Ixo(Q)-xo(Q)1 < 10 :'xo(Q) for .0= (1- 10 ')Q, and we 
have V;2('\)= -2x 10 'Qx '+ V;)(x), and ,';)(x)<O for x<xo(.i2). 
Hence, 
(57 ) 
On the other hand, for all x we have 
since y(x), -y'(x»O. 
Estimates (57), (511) yield property (20) with (' I = 10 2. They yield also 
(59) 
since ~Q«I-IO "I x()(QI by (52). Since ,'!l(XI(Q)I=O and 10 6Q :':( 
SI\'I(Q ))(xdQ I) 1:( 106Q :' by (511 and Q:( 1: 0 :( fr" properties (14) and 
(15) with ('I = 10 :' follow from (59) and (51). 
Next, we verify property (16). We distinguish three cases: 
Case I. (I + 10 :')xl(QI:(x:(k l • Then (51) implies 
We have VQ(x) = (+Qx :' - x I) - X l(y(X) - I) < Qx :' - X 1+ 
10 <ox I (by (42)1 = -x 1(1-10 50_Qx I) < -x 1(1-10 50_Q. 
[(1+10 ')Q] 1)<-10 'x I. Thus, 
Vf2ly) < -10 'Six). (60) 
On the other hand, for all x and Q > 0 we have 
l'll(X) = Qx :' - y(x) x 1 ~ -y(x) x 1 ~ - CS(x) (61) 
for a universal constant C. by Lemma I. Property (16) in Case I follows 
from (60) and (61 ). 
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Case 2. k 1 ~ X ~ K 2' Then estimates (441 and (48) yield 
proving property (16) in Case 2. 
Case 3. K2~X~(l-IO 2) x2(QI. Then (53) yields 
We have V!}(x)=Qx 2-144x 4-144x 4{x3y (x)jt44-1} <Qx 2 
144(1-IO- so)/x4 by (43). Thus, - VQ(x»x~ 4{l44(1-1O- 50 )-Q. 
x2}>x4[144(I-IO sO)-Q.(l-1O 3)2.144QI}=I44x 4[1-1O 50_ 
(1-10 3)2}>1O 4X 4=10 4S(X). Together with (61), this proves (161 
in Case 3. 
The proof of property (16), with c 1 = 10 2, is complete. 
Next, we verify property (22). The proof is similar to that of (16). Again 
we distinguish three cases: 
Case 1. (I + 10 2) xo(Q)~x~kl' Then (52) shows that 
We have V~(x) = _2Qx 3 + X 2 + X 2{ y(x) - 1 } - x ly'(X). The last 
two terms on the right are dominated by 10 sox 2 by (42). Hence, 
V~(.\')~ -2Qx 3+(1-10 49)x-2=x-2[I_I0~ 49_2Qx~IJ ~x-2[1-
10 49 - (I + 10 3) ~ 1 ] > 10 4X 2 = 10 -4S(X) x I. On the other hand, for 
all x, Q>O we have 
V~J(.')= -2Qx 3+ Y(X)X 2 _y'(x)x 1 
~y(x)x 2_y'(X)X I<CS(X)x l (62) 
for a universal constant C, by Lemma I. Thus, 1O- 4S(x)x- 1 < V~(.X')< 
CS(x) x I, proving property (22) in Case I. 
Case 2. kl ~X~K2' Then (45) and (47) yield ksS(x)x 1 < 
V~J (x) < K6S(X) Xl, which proves property (22) in Case 2. 
Case 3. K2~x~(1+10~2)x2(Q). Then (53) yields 
We have V~(.X') = -2Qx- 3 + 4· 144x - s + 4 ·144x S{x\(x)/l44 -I}-
144x 4(d/dx){x3y(x)/144-1]. The last two terms on the right are 
dominated by 10-40x 5, by (43). Hence 
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1'~,(X»-2Qx '+(4.144-2xI0 40)X 
=x ':4·144-2xI0 40 _ 2QX2: 
?X ':4·144-2x 10 40 -2Q· (1-10 1)2·2·144Q 
=X ':4.144-2x 10 40 - 4 . 144 . (1 - 10 1 )2 } 
This and (62) complete the proof of property (22) in Case 3. 
Thus, we have verified property (22), with C I = 10 :', in all cases. 
II 
J 
Next, we verify ( 17) and (18). Equations (52)( 54) show that 
[(1-10 2)X2(Q), (1+10 2)x2(Q)]c[(I+10 2)X()(Q), (1+10 2)X2(Q)]. 
Hence, property (22) shows that 
However, S(x)x I differs from S(x 2(Q))(X 2(Q)) I by at most a factor of 
10, for x E [( 1- 10 :') x 2(Q). (I + 10 2) x 2(Q)]. Hence, (63) implies that 
k I~ S'(Y2(Q))(X2(Q)) 1< V;2(X) < IOK,S{x 2(Q))(x 2(Q)l J 
for xE[(I-IO 2)X2(Q),(I+10 2)X2(Q)]. (64) 
Since V,,(x 2(Q)) = 0, properties (17) and (18) follow easily from (64). 
Next. we verify (21). Thus, suppose that x E [( 1- 10 2) x()(Q), 
(I + 10 2)xo(Q)]. By (52) we have 
X E [( I - 2 . 10 2 ) . 2Q, (I + 2 . 10 2 ) . 2Q]. (65) 
We have also 
1';~(x)=6Qx 4-2x '-2x 'iy(x)-lj+2y'(x)x 2_ y "(X)x I. (66) 
By (42) and (49), each of the last three terms on the right is dominated by 
2 x 10 50X '. Hence, using (65), we obtain 
"D(x»6Qx 4-(2+10 40)X ' 
6Q (2 + 10 40) 
> - ----~------c (1+2.10 2)4 (2Q)4 (1-2.10 2)1(2Q)1 
>10 2Q 1>10 7. X 1=10 7S(X)'X 
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On the other hand, (66) and (42) yield also V;; (x) ,,:;; 6Qx - 4 
(2-10 40)X 3":;;6Qx 4,,:;; 105Q-3 by (65). Another application of (65) 
gives Q-3< 107S(x)x- 2, so that 
(68) 
Property (21 ) is immediate from (67) and (68). 
Let us verify property (23). Lemma I shows that I(d/dx)' (y(x)/x)I":;; 
C,S(x)x ' for alla>O, XE(O, ex,), with universal constants c,. Hence, it 
is enough to check that 1 (d/dx), (Qx- 2)1":;; C~S(x)x '. This amounts to 
saying that Qx- 2 ,,:;; KS(x) = Kmin{x " x 4}. Thus, we must show that 
Q":;;Kx, with K a universal constant. (69) 
However, property (23) pertains only to XE [(1-10 2) x,(Q), (1 + 10 2) 
(X2(Q))]. Such x satisfy (69), by virtue of (51) and (53). This proves 
property (23). 
It remains only to verify properties (24 H 26). These are immediate 
consequences of (SI )-(S4). The proof of Lemma 6 is complete. I 
Lemmas Sand 6 produce different choices of f:, C, e" Cx' To reconcile 
them, we use the following trivial result. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that Ire are gillen posit ire constants c" e, C, C, 
(c, < 1/2) and an interval J c (0, Q). Assume that (13 )-( 26) hold for Q E J, 
)rith the given constants: 
A. If c'" f:', C', C~ are positive constants, with c', = c" f:',,:;; c, C' ~ C, 
C~ ~ C x' then for all Q E J, (13 )-(26) hold Irith the nelt· constants c;, (~', C', 
C~. 
B. Given any positive c; less than e" there exist positit'e constants c', 
C', C such that for all QEJ, (13)-(26) hold with the nell' constants c'" (~', 
C', C~. 
Sketch of Proof To verify (A), we just check that each of the properties 
(13 )-(26) for the given c" c, C, C, implies the corresponding property for 
the new constants c'" c', C', C~. 
The proof of (B) is summarized in Table I. To illustrate, we work out 
the proofs of (16) and (13) for the new constants, which are the most 
complicated arguments in Table. I. The proof of (16) is divided into cases: 
Case l. Suppose that (I +c'dx,(Q)":;;x<(I +c,)x,(Q). Then (IS) 
for the old constants yields 
(70) 
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To prove the property Iistcd below 
for the new constants c'" t', (", C:, 
113 ) 
114) 
(15 ) 
116) 
117) 
(18 ) 
119) 
(20) 
(21 ) 
122) 
123) 
124) 
125) 
126) 
TABLE I 
We use the following propcrties for 
the old constants c" ,', (, C 7 , 
1131, 114), 124) 
114) 
(15 ) 
115), (16), (17) 
(17 ) 
( 18) 
IIX), 119), 125) 
120), (21), (24) 
(21 ) 
121 ), (22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
Also, SIx) is montone decreasing and satisfies S(Ax) ~ A 4S(X) for A ~ L 
Hence, 
(1 + cd 4 S(xl(Q)):%; S(x):%; S(xl(Q)), since we are in Case l. (71 ) 
From (70) and (71) we get (tc'I)S(x)<~VQ(Y)«(\'dl+('d4)S(x), 
which proves (16) in Case I, provided we take (~' small enough and C" large 
enough. 
Case 2. Suppose that (I +cl)xl(Q):%;x:%;(1 ~CI)Xl(Q), Then (\6) 
for the old constants implies (16) for the new constants, provided we take 
t' small enough and C' large enough. 
Case 3. Suppose that (\ ~('dx2(Q)<x:%;(1 ~("1)x2(Q). Then (\6) 
follows from the same argument used in Case I, using ( 17) in place of ( 15). 
Similarly, the proof of (13) is divided into cases: 
Case l. Suppose that O<x:%;(1 ~('I)XI(Q). Then (13) for the new 
constants follows from (13) for the old constants. 
Case 2. Suppose that (I ~('I)xdQ)<x:%;(1 ~("dxl(Q). Then (\4) 
gIves 
h"1 S(xl(Q)):%; V f2 (x):%; CC I S(xl(Q)). (72) 
Since QE(O,Q), (24) shows that cQ I<S(xdQ))<CQ I with (\ C 
depending only on t, C. Hence, (72) implies that (t, C'I n Q I:%; VQ (x) :%; 
(('c Ie) Q I. Another application of (24) completes the proof of (13) in 
Case 2. 
Thus, we have proven (13) and (16) for the new constants. The 
arguments for the remaining properties are similar or easier and may be left 
to the reader. I 
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Combining the last three lemmas, we arrive at the following result. 
LEMMA 8. Given £ > 0, there exist positive constants c I' C, C, ex 
(C I < 10 2) such that (13 )-(26) hold for all Q E (0, Q - f:]. 
Proof We may assume that £ < £0' with <'0 as in Lemma 6. Lemmas 6 
and 7( B) show that for all sufficiently small c I there exist e', C', c~ such 
that (13 H 26) hold when Q E (0, £0]. Lemma 5 shows that for all suf-
ficiently small C I there are tN, CN, C; such that (13 )-(26) hold when 
QE[<.,Q-E]. Taking ('I sufficiently small, setting e=minlc', e"}, 
C=max{C', Cn }, Cx=max{C~, C:}, and applying Lemma 7(A), we see 
that (13)-(26) hold for all QE(O,Q-C]. I 
We tum to the study of V g(x) for Q near Q. 
LEMMA 9. There exist positive constants C, C2' C, C, C, such that proper-
ties (27 )-(29) hold/or (I - (;)Q::;;' Q < Q. 
Proof Pick Q I <Q. For QE [Q I, Q) we have Vn ?: Vg" so that 
[x: Vn(x)<Oj c {x: Vg,(x)<O}, i.e., 
(73) 
Recall that XI(Q)<XO(Q)<X2(Q). Let -t,(Q)=min, Vg(x)= Vg(xo(Q», 
and set Q = Q + (xI(Qd)2t,(Q). Then we have Vf.i(xo(Q» = 
(Q-Q)(xo(Q»-2+ Vg(xo(Q» = (xI(Qd/.'o(Q))18(Q)-8(Q)<0, by (73), 
which shows that min, V f.i (x) < 0, i.e., Q < Q. Thus, 
(74) 
On the other hand, set Q=Q+(x2(Qd)2 8(Q). Then for x::;;'x 2(Qd 
we have V!i(X) = VQ(x) + (Q - Q) x- 2 ?: -8(Q) + (X2(QI )/X)2 8(Q)?: 0; 
while for X?:X2(QI) we have Vf.i(x) > VQI(x)?:O. Thus, Vf.i(x)?:O for all 
x, which shows that Q?: Q, i.e., 
(75) 
If c> ° is small enough such that (I - e)Q > Q I, then (74), (75) imply 
property (29). 
Next, observe that I(d/dx), VQ(x)i ::;;'C, for XE [1xl(Qd, 2x2(QI n, 
Q E [Q I, Q). [n the same region we have also c < x < C and c < S(x) < C. 
Therefore, (73) yields 
I (:,r Vn(X)I::;;. C~S(x) X-> 
for QE [Ql, Q), XE Uxo(Q), 2xo(Q)]. (76) 
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Also, since I V;;(x)1 ~ C for x E Uxl(Q), 2x 2([2)], Q E [Q I , Q) by (73); and 
J';~(xo(Q))>c>O for QE[Q1,Q) by (8), it follows that c'< V;~(x)<C 
for Ix - .lo(Q)1 < (~, Q E [Q I' Q), Equivalently, 
for Ix-xo(Q)I«~,QE[QI,Q). 
(77) 
If Ix-xo(Q)I~("2xo(Q) and ("2<~ is taken small enough such that (73) 
yields c2 x O(Q)<c2 x.:-(Qt!<Z', then (76) and (77) imply property (27). 
It remains to check property (28). We argue as follows: For QE [Q I , Q), 
(12) yields VQ(x)? Vll(XO(Q))+c(x-xo(Q)).:' for Ix-xo(Q)1 <c'. Hence, 
(29) implies 
for Ix - xo(ml < c'. (78) 
If Q is close enough to Q, then (78) shows that VQ(x) has zeros in 
each of the intervals [xo(Q) - C(Q - Q)12, xo(Q)), (xo(Q), xo(Q) + 
C(Q - Q)I 2]. Hence, IxdQ) - xo(Q)I, IX2(Q) - xo(Q)1 ~ C(Q - Q)12 for 
Q near enough to Q. In particular, we can find Q 2 E (Q I , Q) such that 
with ("2 as in (27). (79) 
Now let Q E (Q 2 , Q). Then xo(Q) E [xdQ), x 2(Q)] c [X I (Q2), X 2(Q2)] 
and Ix l ([22) - x 2(Q2)1 < ("2XO(Q), by (73) and (79). Consequently, 
[X I (Q2), X2(Q2)J c [( 1- ("2) xo(Q), (I + ("2) xo(Q)]. It follows that V!JJx) 
> 0 outside [( 1- ("2) xo(Q), (I + (2 ) xo(Q)]. Taking QJ E (Q 2 , Q), we con-
clude that V!Jx-)=(Q-Q2)X 2+ VQ ,(x»(QJ- Q 2)X .:' if QE(Q"Q) 
and x$[(I-c2)xo(Q), (I +(2)XO(.f2)]. This implies property (28) and 
completes the proof of Lemma 9. I 
The main lemma on the Thomas-Fermi potential follows trivially from 
Lemmas 8 and 9. 
THE DD1SITY IN AN ApPROXIMATE THOMAS-FERMI POTENTIAL 
Let V~F(r) be the Thomas-Fermi potential arising from a nucleus of 
charge + Z fixed at the origin. Thus, - .d\V~I( Ixl) = (const) IV~F( Ixl W2 
on ~J {O} and V~I(r)= -Z/r+O(I) as r~O+. 
Recall that the size of V~I(r) and its derivatives are controlled by the 
weight functions 
Z 
Sir) =-
r 
for r ~ Z IJ 
B(r)=r 
Sir) = r 4 for r? Z 1.1 
(0) 
for all r E (0,-:1..) ). 
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Specifically, we have 
(i) I (d/dr)X V~F(r)1 :::;CxS(r)r ' (C(~O), 
(ii) V~F(r) < -cS(r), and 
(iii) (d/dr) VV(r) > cS(r) r -I. 
It will be important to study also small perturbations of the 
Thomas-Fermi potential. Thus, we say that VIr) is an approximate T-F 
potential if it satisfies the estimates 
1(:') x VIr) I:::; CxS(r) r- x 
le:,r {V(r)- V~F(r)}1 :::;coS(r)r ' 
(all C( ~ 0), 
(0~C(:::;2), 
(1) 
(2) 
with Co a small enough constant, determined by the C x in (1). In this sec-
tion, we use c, C, C', etc. to denote costants determined by the C, in (1) 
and by the constants e, N, a to be introduced later. We assume that Z is 
large enough, depending on the C x in (1 ) and on e, N, a. 
Our goal is to understand the density p arising from the Hamiltonian 
H= -,1,+ V(lxl) for an approximate T-F potential V. By separation of 
variables, we are led to consider the one-dimensional densities PI(r), arising 
from the potentials 
l(l + 1) 
VI(r)=--, -+ VIr). 
r" 
When V = V~F, the behavior of the potentials VI(r) is very thoroughly 
understood. Let us recall how VI(r) looks. 
Let Q be the positive root of the equation Q(Q + 1) = maxr>o( -r 2 V(r)) 
and suppose that the maximum is attained at r = 1. (The sizes of these 
quantities are Q ~ Z 13 and r ~ z 13.) To describe VI(r), we distinguish 
between the two cases 1:::; I:::; (1 - c)Q and (1 - C) Q:::; / < Q for a small, 
universal constant c. 
For 1 :::;/:::;(l-c)Q, there are numbers Xleft(l) < xo(l) <xrt(l) with the 
following properties: Regarding the size and sign of V/(r), 
6117 III 1-4 
/(l + 1) 
In (0, (1 - c l ) Xleft (l)] we have VI(r) ~ --2-' 
r 
In [(1-cdxleft (l), (1 +cdxleft(l)] 
S(Xleft (l)) I 
we have I VI(r)1 --- Ir - xleft(l)I, VI(r) < O. 
xlef,(f) 
(3) 
(4) 
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In [( I + c 1 ) X left (l), (I - c 1 ) X rI (l)] we have V, (r ) ~ - S( r), ( 5 ) 
In [(I-cdx rI (/), (I +cl)xrt(l)J 
S(xrI(l)) , 
we have [V/(r)1 ~ Ir-xr\(I)I, VI(r»O, (6) 
X rl (I) 
Regarding the derivative of V,(r), 
/(/ + I) 
In (0, (\- cd so(l)J we have - V;(r)~--,-, 
r-
In [(I-(I)xo(l), (1 +cl)xo(l)J 
(8) 
we have V;'(r)-S(r)r 2, V;(xo(l)) = 0, (9) 
In [(I +('I)Xo(l), (I +cl)xrl(l)J we have V;(r)-S(r)r 1 (10) 
Regarding the higher derivatives of VI' 
In 1,= [(1 - (I) x left (l), (1 + cd X,t(l)J we have IC:')' v,(r)\ 
~C>S(r)r ~, 
Regarding the points x l<[\(I), xo(/), X,t (I), 
X1cft(l), x o(/), IXlcft(l)-xo(l)I-nZ 
X,t (I) ~ I I, 
( 11 ) 
(12) 
(13) 
Moreover, 
( 13a) 
( 13b) 
On the other hand, suppose that (I - C)Q ~ 1< Q, Then there is a point 
xo( I) ~ Z I, with the following properties: 
In [(I-c 2 )xo(/), (1+c:,)xo(/)J we have l(d/dr)'V,(r)l~ 
C,S(xo(/))(xo(l)) 'V;'(r)-S(r)r 2, At r=xo(l) we have 
V;=Oand -V,~(Q(Q+I)-I(I+I))/r2, (14) 
Outside [(\-('2)XO(/)' (1 +('2)XO(/)J we have V,(r)~cl(/+ \)/r2, (\5) 
Here, O<C2<~' 
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All these properties of V,(r) = 1(/ + 1 )/r2 + V(r) are well known for the 
Thomas~Ferrni potential V;F. (They follow by rescaling from the main 
lemma on the T-F potential.) Moreover, they persist under small perturba-
tions and therefore hold also for any approximate T-F potential. 
Using the properties (3)-(15) of V,(r), we can verify the hypotheses of 
our ODE density theorems from the section "Review of Earlier Results." 
Specifically, we have the following results. 
LEMMA 1. Set Xo = C/Z, Xcri! = Z 9//0, x* = Z 8/l0, XI = l/C, Xbig = C, 
b = CZ-- 3 i 20, with C a large enough constant, determined by the C, in (1). 
Then for 1=0, the potential V,(r) satisfies hypotheses (ZOt)-(Z7t) of the 
fourth degenerate density lemma, with the weight functions SIr) as in (0), 
B(r)==r. The constants in (ZOt)-(Z7t) depend only on the C, in (1). 
LEMMA 2. Set Xo = CI 2/Z, xcrit = Z 9/10, X* = Z 8 i 10, X small = 12/CZ, 
X 1= l/Cl, Xbig = (I + ("I) xrt(l), 8 = CZ 3/20, with C a large enough constant, 
determined by the C 7 in (1). Then for Z 10 9?: I?: 1, the potential V, (r) 
satisfies hypotheses (ZO)--(Z9) oj" the third degenerate density lemma, with 
the Il"eight functions SIr) as in (0), B(r) == r. The constants in (ZO)~(Z§) 
depend only on I and the C, in (1). 
Remark. Since the constants in (ZO}-(Z9) depend on I, we can use 
Lemma 2 only for 1 ~ I ~ large constant. 
LEMMA 3. Set I = I, as in (11), Xcrit = Z --9/10, Ecnt = - Z 18. 10, 
b = Cz 3 20, with C a large enough constant, determined by the C 7 in (1). 
Thenj"or C~/~ZIO 9, the potential V,(r) sati.vfies hypotheses (Z6)~(Z8) of 
the second degenerate density lemma, with the It'eightfunctions S(r) as in (0), 
B(r)==r. The constants in (Z6)~(Z8) depend only on the C, in (1). 
LEMMA 4. Set I = I, as in (11), take K = 1009°, take e > 0, and take 
N> 1. Let (~ be a small enough constant, depending on e, N, and the C, in 
(1). Then/or ZIO 9~/~(I-C)Q, the potential V,(r) satisfies hypotheses 
(ZO)~(Z9) of the WKB density theorem in one dimension, with the weight 
funct ions S( r) as in (0), B( r) == r. The number called A in (ZO )~( Z9) is of the 
order of magnitude I. The constants in (ZO)~(Z9) depend only on E, N, and 
the C 7 in (1). 
LEMMA 5. Suppose (1 - c)Q ~ I < Q - cQ743. Set S = Q(Q _1)/f2, 
E = f(Q - f)1/2/Q I2, and define 1= [xo(l) - h,xo(/) + h], with h = 
min(c2xo(l), eEl and C a large constant determined hy the C, in (1). Let 
e > 0, N> 1 he given. Set K = 1009°, and let c be a small enough constant, 
depending on ,:, N, and the C 7 in (1). 
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Then the potentia/ VI(r), the weight .timetions :5, ii, and the interval I 
sa ti.lll· the hypotheses (ZO)-(Z9) oj'the WKB density theorem in aile dimen-
sion. The numher called ;I in (ZO)-(Z9) is of the order of'magnitude (Q -I). 
The constants in (ZO )-(Z9) depend on/yon f:, N, and the C, in (I ). 
Remark. The reason for using :5, ii, I as above is that (as we will see) 
Imin VII ~ S, V;' ~ sii 2 at xo(l), and I is comparable to { VI < O}. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that Q - cQ743 ~ / < Q. Set Xo = xo(l), S = S(xo), 
B = Xo. Let I: > 0 and N> I he gil'en. Take K = 1009°. Then the potential 
VI (r) satislles hypotheses (ZO* )-(Z6*) of'thelirst degenrate density lemma, 
Ifith ;.~SI.2(f)i'~Q. The constants in (ZO*)-(Z6*) depend on/yon t:, N, 
and the C, in (I ). 
We will use Lemma 1 for / = 0, Lemma 2 for I ~ / ~ (large constl. 
Lemma 3 for (large const) ~ / ~ Z 10 9, Lemma 4 for Z I() 9 ~ / ~ (I - c)Q, 
Lemma 5 for (1 - c)Q ~ I ~ Q - cQ7i4" and Lemma 6 for Q - cQ74J ~ 
I<Q. Thus, all the potentials VI(r) (O~I<Q) are covered by our ODE 
density results. For /? Q, the potential VI (r) is non-negative everywhere, 
so that PI(r)=O. We give the proofs of Lemmas 1-6. 
Proof' of' Lemma I. (Zot) is obvious from the definitions of Sir), 
B(r). 
(Z 1 t) is immediate from (1 ). 
(Z2t) is immediate from (ii), (iii), and (2). 
(Z3 t ) holds, since one computes from the definitions that ;I ~ ('12, 
when (' ~ 1 and Z> ('rower. 
(Z4t) follows from (1), since xo=CZ I. 
(Zst) is proven as follows. From (ii), (iii), and (2), we see that Vir) 
is increasing and negative on (0, (fJ). From the definitions we have 
Xblg<CX I. From (1) we have lV(xI/8)I~CS(xl/8)~C.\'1 2. This proves 
(Zst). 
(Z6 t ) is immediate from (1 ). 
(Z7t) is proven as follows. Since V'(x) ~ S(x)x I, we have V(x *)-
V(x) - S> Sit) t I dt for x ~ x*/2. Since x* < Z 11, we have Sit) = Zit in 
[x,x*], so V(x*)- V(x)-Z/x for O<x<!x*. Also for EE[V(X*),O] 
and x<x*/2 we have O~E-V(x*)~IV(x*)I~CS(x*)=C(Z/x*)~ 
C(Z/x). Therefore, E- V(x)=(E- V(x*))+(V(x*)- V(x))-Z/x for 
O<x<~x*' EE[V(X*),O]. Hence, (Z7t) follows if we show that 
):~lm (Z/x) 12 dx ~ cb L,7 2 (Z/X) 1·2 £lx, which is immediate from the 
definitions. The proof of Lemma I is complete. I 
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Proof of Lemma 2. (ZO) is obvious from definitions of Six), B(x). 
(Zl) is immediate from (II), once we check that I is contained in I,. 
That follows from (12), (13), and the definitions of x o, XI' 
(Z2) follows from (5) and (10) once we know that I=[xo,xIJc 
[(I + CI)Xleft(l), (I - ctlxrt(l)J and 1= [XO,xIJ c [(I + cl)XO(l), 
(I + C I ) X rt (l)]. These inclusions follow from (12), (13), and the definitions 
ofxo,x l · 
(Z3) holds, because one computes from the definitions that A _ C12 /, 
while the constants appearing in (ZO), (Zl), (Z2) do not depend on C, 
provided C is large enough. 
(Z4) follows from (3), since xsmall~(I-cdxleft(l)<xO by (12) and 
the definitions of Xsmall> Xo' 
(Z5) is proven as follows. From (3), (12), and the definition of Xsmall ' 
we have Xsmall < (I - c I) xleft(l) and I V,(r)1 ~ C12/r2 in [xsmall ' 
(1 - CI) Xleft(l)]. From (II), (12) and the definition of Sir), we have 
I V,(r)1 ~ C/2/r2 also in [(I - c I) Xleft (I), xo]. Hence in [xsmall ' xoJ we have 
I V,(r)1 ~ C12/r2 ~ C/2/x~, which is (Z5) with a constant depending on I. 
(Z6) IS immediate from (10), (12), (13), and the definitions of 
XI, Xblg' 
(Z7) is proven as follows. For rE [x l/8, (I + cd xrt(l)J we have 
I V(r)1 ~ CS(r) = Cr· 4 ~ CI2/X~ by (II), (13) and the definition of X,. This 
implies (Z7) with a constant depending on I. 
(Z8) follows from (7), since xbig=(1 +ctlxn(l). 
(Z9) is proven as follows. From (12), (13), and the definition of x o, 
we have (I+ctlxo(l)<xo<X*<Z-I/3<Xrt(l). Hence (10) implies 
V'(x)-S(x)x I in [xo,x*]. 
Therefore, we may repeat the proof of (Z7t) in the previous lemma. The 
proof of Lemma 2 is complete. I 
Proof of Lemma 3. (ZO) is obvious from the definitions. 
(Z I) is (II ). 
(Z2) is proven as follows. From (3)-(7) we get {V,(r)~O}= 
[xleft(l),Xrt(l)]. From (8)-(10) we get V;(r)~O on [xleft(l), xo(l)J and 
V;(r)~O on [xo(/),x,,(/)]. Hence {V,(r)~E} is a non-empty subinterval 
of [Xleft(l), xrt(l)J for V,(xo(l))<E~O. From (0), (5), and (13a) we get 
V,(xo(l)) - -Z/xo(l), and thus V,(xo(l)) - _Z2/12 by (12). We are taking 
C~/<ZIO 9, Ecrit=-zIHIO, so V,(xo(l))<E~O for any EE[Ecrit,O]. 
Hence EE [Ecrit , OJ implies {V,(r) ~ E} = [xleft(E), xrt(E)J, a non-empty 
subinterval of [Xleft(l), xrt(l)]. We also have dist(x, OI,) > cx for any 
XE [xleft(l), xrt(/)J, in particular for x=xleft(E), x,,(E). This completes the 
proof of (Z2). 
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(z3) is proven as follows. If Ir-xo(l)1 <cIXO(l), then V,(r)~ 
-S(r)~ -S(xo(l)) by (5) and (13a), and we saw that S(xo(l))~Z"/12. On 
the other hand, ",(xlen(E)) = E, and EE [Ecn" 0] implies lEI ~ Z2/(" since 
E mt = _ZIX,JO, C~/~Zlo". Hence Ixlcn(E)-xo(1)1 >cl-"o(l), and there-
fore [xkft(E), xlen(E)· (I + cl/lO)] does not meet [( 1- ci/IO) xoU), 
(I + cl/IO)xo(l)). From (8)-(10) we get IV;(r)l? cS(r)r I in 
[(I-cJlxlen(l), (I +cl)xrt(l)]\[(I-CI/IO)xo(l), (I +cIiIIO)xo(l)]. In 
particular, I V;(r)1 ? cS(r)r I in [xlen(E), xleft(E)· (I + cl/IO)]. Since 
VAxo(l)) ~ - S(xo(l)) < E mt < E, we have xo(l) Ei V, ~ E} = [Xleft(E), 
x,,( E)], so x len ( Ej ~ xo(/) ~ x,,( E). Therefore -"lcft(E) E [-"1cft(l), -"0(/)]' so 
V;(xleft(E))~O. So V;(r)~-('S(r)r I in [xlelt(E), xlelt(E)·(I+clI/IO)]. 
Similarly, V;(r)? + cS(r)r I in [( 1- cl/lO) -",,(E). -"rt(E)]. This proves 
(Z3). with C I replaced by cl/IO. 
(Z4) is proven as follows. If -" E [( I - C I) xo(l), (I + cd -"0(1)], then 
V,(-,,)~-S(x)~-S(xo(l)j, and we know that S(xo(l))~IEI for 
E E [Enit' 0]. Hence E - V,(x) ~ Six). If instead x E [Xlcft(E)· (I + CIiIIO). 
(I-cl)xo(/)], then by (8) we have -V;(r)~S(r)r I for rE[-"lcn(E),x]. 
and therefore E - V,(x) = V/(xlen(E)) - V,(x) ~ Lerrlici SIr) r I dr ? 
L\ (I 1(0), S(r)r I dr (since X? X? -"lcn(E)· (I + ('1/10)) ~ Six). 
Similarly, E - V,(x) ~ SIx) if x E [( I + ('I) x o(/)' xrt(E)· (I - cJIO)]. So 
we know that E - Vir x) ~ S( x) in three intervals that cover 
[( 1+ ('liIO) xlen(Ej, (1 - c i /IO) x,,(E)]. This proves (Z4), with C I replaced 
by ('Ii 10. 
(Z)) follows from (8) and (13a), which show V;(r) < 0 in (0, Xleft(!)]; 
and from (I) and V,(r) = VIr) + 1(1 + I )/r", which show that I?, is C' . 
(Zb) holds, because we saw in the proof of (Z3) that Xlefl(E)~xo(l). 
Hence xieft(E)<C(l"/Z) by (12). Since I~ZJI)Y and Xcrit=Z YIO, we 
know that xleft(E) ~ Xcnt for EE [Ecnt, 0], proving (Zb). 
(Z7) is proven as follows. It asserts that (for E E [Emt' 0] ) 
We have already proven (Z3), (Z4) with C I replaced by cl/IO). Hence, we 
know that 
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for XE [X1eft(E). (I + ~~), xr,(E)· (I - ~~) J 
S(xr,(E» E-VI(x)~ . (xrt(E)-x) 
xrt(E) 
for x E [ xrt(E)· (I - ~~). xr,(E) 1 
Therefore, 
r (E-VI(x»~I/2dx~r S li2(x)dx 
X\Cfl(E) <',flIEI 
Thus, L'ft(E)(E-VI(X»~li2dx~Z 1/2 y 3i2 if (l+eI/IO)xleft(E)<)"< 
min{Z-I/~,xr,(E)}. From (5), (12), (13) we have -V,(r)-S(r) for 
rE [xo(l), ell]. Hence, - V,(r)~ +Zlr~ I Ecritl ~ lEI for rE [.x-o(l), x*], 
x* = (small const)· Z 8ilO. So we cannot have xrt(E) E [xo(l), x*]. We saw 
in the proof of (Z3) that xrt(E);;:'xo(/). Therefore, xrt(E»x*. Conse-
quently, 
r (E- V,(x»~I·/2dx~Z-I/2y3/2 
X',ft(E) 
Taking y = Xcrit and)" = x* and recalling that J = Ez 320, we see that 
rent (E- VI(X))~1/2dx~o r' (E- V,(X»~12dx, 
Xk:fI(E) x',fI(E) 
which implies (Z/). 
(Z8) is immediate from the definitions and from (12), (13). In fact, 
A(x)=(Zlx)I/2X =ZI/2x l/2 for X~Z-li3, and ).(x)=(X- 4 )12X =X- 1 for 
x;;:, Zli3. Also, X1eft(l) _/2/Z and xrt(l) - 1//. Therefore, A-I = J ~:rt:;\ dx/ 
(ZI/2Xl/2)X + J;..rtJ{\ dx/(x-1)x ~ (X1eft(l» -li2/Z li2 + xrt(l) -1- I. Since I ~ 
(Large const.), (Z8) follows. 
The proof of Lemma 3 is complete. I 
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Proof or Lemma 4. (ZO) is obvious from the definitions of Sir), B(r). 
(ZI) is the estimate (11). 
(Z2) and (Z5) are proven together. From (3)-(7) we get [VI<O} = 
[xleft(l), xrt(l)]. By definition of II' both X=Xlcft(l) and x=xrt(l) satisfy 
dist(x, N I ) > C 1 x. Hence we know (Z2) and (Z5). 
(Z3) With XI) = xo(l), we have VI(XI)) < -cS(XI)) by (5), (13a); and 
from (9) we have V;(xo)=O and V;'>cS(.\"0)X02 in [(I-cdxo, 
(I + C 1 )xo]. Hence we know (Z3). 
(Z4) follows from (8), (10), SInce /(1 + 1 )/r' ~ S(r)r I In 
[xleft(l), xo]. 
To compute A, recall that i.lx) = (Z/X)I :'x = Zl "Xl" for X ~ Z 1.1 
and ).(x)=(x 4)12X=X 1 for X;::Zll. Hence if .\'~z 1\ then 
J.(x) ~ Zl :'XI :' for X ~ .X', and 1.lx) ~ X I for X;:: .X'. By (12), (13) we can 
find .X'~Z 1.1 with (I +c)xkft(l)<.\,«I-c)xrt(l). Then we have A I ~ 
S;"rlilld.\"/(ZI:'xl:')x+S~Clllld.\"/(x I)X~Z 1:'(Xleft(l)) 12+Xr[(I)~1 I.SO 
A ~ I, as asserted in Lemma 4. 
(Z5) was proven above, together with (Z2). 
(Z6) Since A ~ I ;:: ZIO 'J, the assertion about x EO I BVP = (0, x') with 
x < '\·left( I) - A AB(xleft(!)) is vacuous, as the right-hand side is negative. 
For x>xrt(l)+AKB(xrt(l)), we have VI(x)~cl:'/X2 by (7). Also. x~x­
xrt(1) for x>xrt(l)+AKB(xrt(l)). Therefore VI(X»C'!2/(X-X rt (l))2 for 
x>xrt (!)+/1 KB(x rt (l)). which implies (Z6). 
(Z7) For 0 < XI ~ X:,. we have I ~ S(Xd/SC\2) ~ (X2/XI)4 by defini-
tion of SIr); and I ~ B(x 2 )/B(x l ) = (X 2/X I ). Therefore, the assertions of 
(Z7) follow, if the endpoints xkft(l), xrt(l) of I satisfy (x rt (/)/X kft (l))4 < AK. 
Since A ~ I and K = 100YO, this amounts to (I I /12/Z)4 ~ It 100'Jl'I, i.e., 
(Z/I')4~ltltK)""I. That is obvious. since I;::ZIO '. Thus (Z7) is proven. 
(Z8) holds because we picked (~ small enough, depending on I:, N, ex' 
(Z9) holds because A ~ / ;:: ZIO ' and Z is large enough. The proof of 
Lemma 4 is complete. I 
Proof of Lemma 5. (ZO) is obvious, since ,S and B are constant 
functions. 
(ZI) We note first that 
(16) 
In fact, since xo(l) ~ Z 1.1, we have S(xo(l))· (x()(l)) 2 ~ Z41 . (Z 11) 2 
= Z2, while SB 2 = Q2/1'4 ~ (ZI.1 ):'(Z 1.1) 4 = Z2. Also, since Q _I ~ (~Q, 
we have B~(~I:'I'~Z 1 \ while xo(l)~Z 1.1. So we know both Eqs. (16). 
Nex.t, note that I is contained in the interval in (14). since h ~ ("2 xo(l). 
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Hence in I we have from (14) that l(d/dr)'V/I:::;C,S(xo(l))(xo(l))-'. If 
a ~ 2, then by (J 6) we have S(xo(l) )(xoUW x:::; C,sB - >, so 
in I, provided a ~ 2. ( 17) 
Moreover, at r=xo(l) we have from (14) that V;=O and 
( 17bis) 
since xoU) ~ z·· I 3,,", r Since III:::; 2CB, Taylor's theorem with remainder 
and (17) imply for rEI: 
:::;CS, 
I V;(r)1 :::; I V;(xo(l))1 + CB sup I V/,I :::; CSB I 
Thus, (17) holds for a=O, 1, also, completing the proof of (ZI). 
(Z2) Since lis contained in the interval in (14), we have V/,>O in 
/. Hence, {xEII V,(x)<O} is a (possibly empty) subinterval. Since 
x o(/) E I and Vk\"o(/)) < 0 by (14), the subinterval is non-empty. It remains 
to show that the endpoints of {x E I I V/(x) < O} have distance at least cB 
from the endpoints of /. That is equivalent to saying that V I (.,) > 0 if x E I 
and dist(x, el) < cB. Since we already know that I V;I :::; CSB I on I by 
(ZI) above, it is enough to show that VI> cS at the endpoints of /. We 
distinguish the two cases h=c2 x O(l) and h=CB<c2 x O(l). 
If h = C2XO(l), then I is the interval in (14), (15). From (15) we know that 
for r an endpoint of I we have VI (r»c1(l+ 1)/r2~Z23/(Z 13)2=Z43, 
while S:::;QW2~(ZI3)2/(Z 13)2 = Z43. Hence, VI(r»cS at the end-
points of /. In the other case II = CB < C2XO(l), we have from (14), (16) that 
V/, ~ ('SB - 2 in I. Also at xo(l) we have V, ~ - CS by (17bis) and V; = 0 by 
( 14). The endpoints of I are y = xo( I) ± CB, and Taylor's theorem with 
remainder in integral form gives 
Here, C and c do not depend on C. So, by taking C large enough, we get 
VI ~ cS at the endpoints of I. Thus, in either case VI ~ cS at the endpoints 
of /. The proof of (Z2) is complete. 
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(Z3) From (14) we have V; = 0 at Xo = xoU), and also from (14) 
we have ~V,(.\o)~(Q(Q+l)~I(l+I))/(xo(l))2~Q(Q~l)/f2=5, since 
x()( I) - Z 1(1 ~ l. To complete the proof of (Z3), we need to show that 
Vf'(x)~c5B 2 for Ix~xol<C3B. In fact, (14) and (16) shows that 
Vf' ~ c5B 2 in I. (Recall that J is contained in the interval in (14), since 
h ~ C2 xo( I).) Hence it is enough to show that [Ix ~ xol < C3 B l c J; i.e., 
dist(xo, an> coB. This is immediate from ~ V,(xo) - 5, which we just saw, 
from I V;I ~ C5B I in I, which follows from (ZI) above and from the fact 
that V, ~ 0 at the endpoints of J, which follows from (Z2) above. The proof 
of (Z3) is complete. 
(Z4) follows from the fact that V/, ~ c5B 2 in J (as we noted above) 
and that V; = 0 at xo(l). 
Next we compute A. Since V,(xo ) - ~5 and I V;I ~ C5B I in I by (ZI) 
above, we see from (Z2) that Xrt(l)~xJcft(l)~cB. On the other hand, 
Xrt(l)~xleft(l)~diamI=2h~2CB. Thus Xrt(l)~xlcft(l)-B. Also, ).(x)= 
51 2 B = (Q ~ I). Therefore, A I = J ~;:;,:jl dX/A(X) B - (Q ~ I) I; i.e., ;1 has 
the order of magnitude (Q ~ I). 
(Z5) In view of (Z2), it is enough to show that V,>O outside of I. 
We already know from (15) that V,>O outside J== [xo(l)(1 ~(2)' 
x()(1)(1 +( 2 )]. Inside this interval we have V;'>c5B 2 by (14) and (16). 
Since V, - ~ 5, v; = () at Xo( I), we conclude that 
V,(x)~~C5+~(c5B 2)·(CB)2 for xEJ,lx~xol~CB. 
The constants C, c here do not depend on C. Hence if we pick C 
large enough, we get V,(x»O for xEJ, Ix~xol ~CB. SO if XE (O,XJ) 
satisfies V,(x)<O, then XEJ and Ix~xol <CB. That is, Ix~xo(l)1 ~ 
min(c 2 x o(l), CB), i.e., x E I. Thus, V, > 0, outside J, completing the proof 
of (Z5). 
(Z6) is proven as follows. We have A ~ (Q ~ I) ~ cQ 74J ~ Z7 13 43), 
while K= 10090. Hence ;1A'~ZI(X), so AA'B> (I +('2) xo(l). This shows that 
xlcft(l) ~ A K B < 0, so the assertion of (Z6) concerning x E (0, 0:::) with 
X<Xlcft(l)~AKB holds vacuously. Also, x rt (l)+AA'B>(I+('2)xo(l). 
Therefore, (IS) shows that V,(x»cl(l+I)/x 2 for x>xrt (l)+;1A'B. 
We have X~Xrt(l)~x for x>Xrt (l)+;1KB>xrt (l)+(1 +( 2 )XO(l), since 
xrt(l)EJ and thus xrt(l)~(I+c2)xo(l). Therefore V,(x»c'!(/+I)/ 
(x ~ x rt(ln2 for x> xft(l) + AKB, completing the proof of (Z6). 
(Z7) is trivial, since 5 and B are constant functions and since 
III = 212 ~ 2CB, while A ~ (Q ~ I) > CZ7/ 13 43) ~ C. 
(Z8) is trivial, since we picked (~ to be small enough. 
(Z9) is trivial, since A ~ (Q ~ I) ~ cQ 7 43 ~ Z7 13 43 1 and we take Z to 
be large enough, depending on 1:, N, and C, in (1 ). 
The proof of Lemma 5 is complete. I 
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Proo{o{Lemma 6. Take I={xllx-xol<c2xo} with C 2 as in (14), 
(15). Thus (ZO*), (ZI*), (Z2*) are contained in (14). We have 
), = SI2(XO) Xo ~ Sli2(f)f, since Xo '" Z-13 ~ f and thus also S(xo) '" S(f). 
Specifically, ), '" (Z4 i 3) 1'2 . Z - 1i3 = ZIi3 '" Q. 
(Z3*) From (14) we have V;(xo)=O and 
On the other hand, 5 1/2 = SI/2(xo) = )./xo, so 
'2 • '7'43 
, - 36/435 _ ' - 36/43 . ~ _ ~), -A ,-,. Xo Xii (19) 
Since ), - Q, we may take c small in our hypothesis Q - 1< cQ 74\ hence in 
( 18), and we obtain from (18), (19) 
This proves (Z3*). 
(Z4*) is immediate from (15). 
(Z5*) Since ), '" Q '" ZI/3, any Xo E (0, cc) satisfying Ix - xol > 
V,"B=V,"xo must also satisfy x>(1+c2)XO ' Hence X-X-Xo, and 
V,(x)~cl(l+ 1 )/x 2 by (15). Therefore, V,(x»c'!(l+ 1)/lx-xoI2 which 
implies (Z5*). 
(Z6*) follows from our assumption that Z is large (depending on £, 
N, and the C> in (1)), since A'" ZI/3. 
The proof of Lemma 6 is complete. I 
Our plan is to use separation of variables, Lemmas 1-6, and our density 
results for ODEs to control the density p arising from - L1 + Von [R3. The 
precision of our results depends on number-theoretic properties of the 
potential V. Specifically, define 
(20) 
and 
1 f J. 1/2 I rP,=- (- V,(r))+ dr--
n 0 2 
for o:!( l< Q. (21 ) 
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We will get sharper results if the ,pI arc approximately equidistributed 
modulo I. Define sets 2), .!? by 
'.I' = { I ~ 1 < Q 1 111 - nearest integerl <~} (22) 
!? = {I ~ 1 < Q 1 111 - nearest integerl < 1;~1}' (23) 
We say that the potential I' has l1ulIlher-thcorctic type a ~ 0 if the following 
conditions hold: 
Finally, 
[number of 1 ~ T belonging to 2'J 
'/( TJ == -=----------=----=--~ 
T 
~CQ ~o for Q 1 40 ~ T < Q. 
_ [numberof/E!lJ ~.== ~CQ cO 
Q 
(21 + I) 
for 
(24) 
(25 ) 
(26) 
Here, l. (.) is the elementary function appearing in our ODE density 
results. We expect (26) with (J > 0 if the 11 are equidistributed mod I, since 
l. is periodic and has mean value zero. 
In this section, we simply assume (24) (26) for an (J~O. In [FS6. FS7], 
we will show that a can be taken strictly positive for the Thomas Fermi 
potential Vj'. Note that (24)( 26) hold trivially when (I = O. and that 
(24) (26) become stronger as (I increases. 
We are ready to analyze the three-dimensional density p. Let V be an 
approximate T-F potential having number-theoretic type 0 ~ a <;b. 
Separation of variables tells us that 
4nr"p(r) = I (21 + I) PI(r), (27) 
()', 1< !l 
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where P/(') is the density arising from -d 2/dr 2 + V/(r). For each I, set 
1 . 1 ( l(l + 1 ) ) 1 2 p:,(r)=-(-VI(r))~2=- ---,--V(r) (28) 
n n r + 
I ( ) = _ ( V ( )) 1/2 X - ( rjJ I) p,,, r I r + ' 
111 
(29) 
and define P~rror(r) = PI(r) - {p~c(r) + p~l(r)}, so that 
P/(r) = p;c(r) + p~l(r) + P~rror(r). (30) 
From (27), (30) we get 
4nr2p(r) = PLOW(r) + psc(r) + PNT(r) + PERROR(r), (31) 
with 
PLOW(r) = L (21 + 1) P/(r) 
O~J<zl() y 
(32) 
psc(r)= L (21+ 1) p:Jr) (33 ) 
ZIO-9",1<f.! 
PNT(r) = I (21 + I) p~l(r) (34) 
ZUl 9~/<Q 
PERROR(r) = I (2/ + I) P~rror(r). (35) 
ZIO 9 "'I<Q 
Let us begin by estimating PERROR(r). We write 
PERROR = l L (2/ + I) P~rrorJ 
Zlll "", I", (1 clf.! 
+ [ L (2/ + I ) P~rrorl 
(I-(-;)Q</~!J cQ7 .O 
+[ L (2/+I)P~rrorl 
Q cQ743<I<Q 
== PERROR.I + PERROR.2 + PERROR.'· (36) 
For ZIO 9 ~ 1< (l - (')Q, Lemma 4 and the WKB density theorem imply 
the estimate 
( Av IR _ Rol < (1/10) Ro \ foR P~rror( r) elr \2) 1 2 
f2RIl ~ Z .v + CI' 4543 (- VI(r))~2 dr () 
(37) 
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Therefore, by the definition of PFRROR.I' we have 
(ArIR RIII<II II1IRlllf(~ PFRROR.I(r) dr I2Y 2
:S; ,L (2/+1)(Al'IR RIII«!II1JRlllrp~rrur(r)drI2)12 
/HJ .-: 1<..:; ( 1 (IQ () 
,,2RIJ 
:S;ZIIl v+c I (2/+1)1 1 45<43J (-V/(r))1,2dr 
/10 'I < 1< ( 1 ()!J () 
+C I 
/HI 'i -s; {<; ~ I 
r 2Ro 
(2/+1)/IL (-V,(r))1+2dr'/'tY' 
ciS! 
(38 ) 
Interchanging sum and integral and recalling the definition of V" we see 
that 
I· 
2 u() 
:s;C / 
-0 
",2Rq 
=C I X 
'0 
(39) 
Similarly, 
'J 
< 1< U 
(
/([+1) )1'2} i'iry -~- Vir) ell' 
, I!J r 
.....,
./ C' J,2RII 
"- I( V(r))!<2x " \ - t- ~ r~¥·/r'>/:7.. 10 
o 
[number of I :S; ( - 1'2 V( 1')) 12 belonging to 2' J: til' 
,.. 2Ro 
= C I / r'l(r, >/' 111 'I( - V(r))I/ 
.() 
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,,]Ro 
+C J XZ' to"< r'f,(,)(-V(r))~2(-r2V(r))~2.Q-2adr 
o 
(by (24)). That is, 
, J2RO (-r 2 V(r)) 
+ CQ _U XL'1Il 9 < -,'VIr) dr. 
o r 
(40) 
From (38)-(40), we get 
( \ 
R \2)1/2 
Al'iR Roi«1 101Rt) t PERROR.I(r)dr 
1
"'
2R
O :-- f.+42,,·4J dr 
';;ZiO N+C X ("V( ))-
- " V( rJ > 1 - r r + -
'0 r 
J
2RO dr 2 + C X r'Hrl<C!]' ,,, (-r V(r))+-. 
o r 
(41 ) 
So we have estimated PERROR.I' Next we turn to PERROR.2' 
For (1_c)Q<I~Q_cQ74J, Lemma 5 and the WKB density theorem 
imply the estimate 
(42) 
(Note that the intervals {I R - Rol < To Ro) and [0, 2RoJ in (42) are larger 
than their analogues in the WKB density theorem. Hence, (42) is strictly 
weaker than the conclusion of that theorem.) Also from Lemma 5, we get 
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Moreover, (-V,(r))I," is supported in [d,)'~) when 1>(J-c)Q. 
Therefore, 
,,2UI! I (- V,(r))I/ dr ~ CXR">,,,' (Q -I). 
'0 
Substituting this in (42), we see that 
~ Z N + Cx . (Q _1)1 "4.1 + eX ."' '-'. 
-........::::: " Ril -~ cr " RI) > ( r A I Eo :I 
Therefore, by the definition of P FRROR,"' we have the estimate 
Rill <c II IOIR" I PERROR.2(r) dr I
·R 12)12 
·'0 
(by the definition of i)). Hence. by (25), we have 
( 1 
R 12) 1 2 Al'lI~ R"I ~ II IOIR" L PFRROR.2(r) dr ~ ZIO 
(43) 
(Recall that O~([<:&). So we have estimated PERROR.2' We turn to 
PFRROR.3· 
For Q - cQ 7 43 < 1 < Q, Lemma 6 and the first degenerate density lemma 
imply the estimate 
(Here we have weakened drastically the conclusion of the first degenerate 
density lemma.) 
Therefore. by the definition of fJERROR.3, we have 
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~ZIO-I\i+CXRO>cf L (2/+1) 
Q_cQN1<I<Q 
= ZIO - N + Cx .Q50i43 < ZIO - N + Cx .Q2 - 2a (44) 
Ro > cr .. Ro > cr , 
again because a ~ b. 
Combining (36), (41), (43), (44), we obtain an estimate for PERROR, 
namely 
f2RO 2 < + 42/43 dr +C X-h(r»I(-r V(r))+ -o r 
f
2RO dr 
+ CQ-2a X -r'V(r» 1 (-r2V(r)) + -
o r 
(45 ) 
We can simplify the right-hand side, because 0 ~ a < band 
maxr>o(-r2V(r))=Q(Q+l)~Q2. Taking £>0 so small that £+~< 
1 - a, we can dominate the first two integrals on the right in (45) by 
C S6Ro (-r2V(r))~-a(dr/r). Hence, 
( 1 
R 12) 1/2 
AVIR-Rol«lilO)Ro L PERROR(r)dr 
f2RO dr :<:ZIO-N+CX .Q2-2a+c (_r 2 V(r))I-a_ -....;:: Ro > cr + o r 
(46) 
This is our basic result for PERROR' 
Next, we study PNT' We will use the following elementary observation. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that (UI)O <;; 1<;; 12 is an increasing sequence of non-
negative numbers._ Let VI, VI be numbers that satisfy IL"<;;'<;;i2 v,1 ~ 
L.T, <;; /<;; h v,jor 0 ~ 11 ~ 12 , Then it follows that lL.o<;; ,<;; /2 u, v,1 ~ Lo <;;/<;; h u,V,. 
Proof The conclusion is obvious if u,=X,;;./, for fixed II' The general 
(UI) is a linear combination of these, with non-negative coefficients. I 
607 III 1·10 
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COROLLAR Y. Suppose that (u I )0-0 1<: j, is lI/1 i/1creasing sequence oj" nO/1-
lleKatit'e IJwnhers. Let 1'1 and l't > ° he ;lllmhers thllt satis/.i' ILl, s h: I, I'll ::;: 
CI -:, 2" LI, e 1,1, l't Fir II ::;: T, lI/1d It'll::;: cvt Fn' alii. (Here, 7 need no{ he an 
integer). Then 
10 <~c 1,1111'11::;: c T, ~.I' U I l't + CI 2 2" 0 <~< I, ulvt· 
Proof Take vl=C(I-:, 2"+XI>T)rt, and apply the preceding lemma. I 
We use the above corollary and inequality (26) to make the following 
estimate of PNT' 
LEMMA 8. For I' > 0, let 1-:,(1') he the largest integer I): ° with 1(1 + 1 ) < 
(-r2~·(r)). (It' -r2V(r)::;:0, then set 12(1')=0.) Then we have the pointll'ise 
inequality 
(21 + I) (- VI(r)) c 12] 
,,, n l 
Proof Recall that PNT(r)= - L/II' 'i eld} (2/+ 1)( - VI(r)) + 12(;( (¢JI)in l ). 
The summands are zero for 1>12(r), and also 12(r)::;:Q by definition. 
Hence, 
{iNT(r) = - /", <) ~s I,(rl (21 + I,:: (¢JI) (- VI(r)) + 12. 
If 1-:,(r)::;:cQ I 4", then already IliNT(r)1 ::;:CpNT.dr), so the conclusion of 
the lemma is trivial. Hence we may assume that 12 ( r) > cQ I 4" 
Setul=(-VI(r))+'2h~/II' 'i=(-I(I+l)/r 2 -V(r)) 12XI ?/'o 'i,VI=X (¢JI) 
·((2/+1)/I1I )XI,d'" ", If=/.I?/''I ,(2/+1)/111 for 0::;:/::;:/2 (r). Also, set 
7 = 12(r) - C(/2(r))1 4<1. Thus, UI is an increasing sequence of non-negative 
numbers, and 11'11::;: Crt. Moreover, for II::;: 7 we have 
by (26). (47) 
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In fact, 12(r»cQ' 4u and 12(r)-/,~c(l2(r))'-4U, so (26) implies (47), 
provided I, ~ Z'O 9. If, instead, I, < ZIO 9, then we can replace I, by I';'in = 
(smallest integer ~ ZIO ") without changing either the left or the right side 
of (47). Since 12(r) > cQ' - 4u and 12(r) _/';'in > c(l2(r»' - 4u, we again deduce 
(47) from (26). Thus, (47) is proven. 
We have verified all the hypotheses in the corollary to Lemma 7. The 
conclusion of that corollary shows that IpNT(r)l,;:; CPNT.2(r) + CPNT.3(r). 
Hence the conclusion of Lemma 8 holds also when 12(r) > cQ' 4". The 
proof of Lemma 8 is complete. I 
Let us estimate PNT.' (r). For Z'09 ,;:; I,;:; (1 - C)Q we have 
R(-V(r» 'i2 f '+ d ~ r '" X R > \"1,fI(/ l' o n, (48) 
by the definition of n, and by virtue of the fact that (- Vir r» + 1.2 is sup-
ported in [x'eft(l), :G). In that range of I we also xrt(l»(1 +c)x'eft(1) by 
(12), so 
f
2R dr 
= C X-r2f·'r» ,(/+')-. 
o r 
Combining this with (48), we get 
rR (- V,(r) + '/2 dr 
'0 n, 
r
2R 
,;:; C X,(/+ 'I < 
'0 
for ZIO- 9 ,;:; I,;:; (I - nQ. (49) 
In particular, (49) holds for ZIO 9,;:;/';:;cQ' 4u Hence, by definition of 
PNT.,(r), we have 
,;:; '\' 
ZIO 9':::;~dl1 f
2R 
(21 + 1 ) . C X ,(/ + I) < 
4/J 0 
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fR { } dr 
= e 0 ZIO',,; ~ ,0 1 ,,, (21 + 1) -; 
III + I) < r21'(r) 
Thus, we have estimated PNT.I(r). 
Next, we estimate 
ZIO ll:O;:;/<!l 
2a (- VI(r)) + 1/2 (21 + 1) I 
[ 
2<1(-VI(r))+12J 
= Z](l''';~ II ()Q (21 + I) I n l 
(50) 
(51 ) 
We can estimate p~~.2(r) by the same idea as in (50). In fact, (49) yields 
R f P LO ~(r) dr NT .. I) 
~ L f2R (2/+ 1)1 2a·e XI(I+I)< Zw-- 9 :OS;/«1 'If} I) 
~ C fR { L II 2U} d: 
o 1(/+1)< r21'lr) 
1:;,0 
f2R dr ~ C (-r2V(r))~ <1_. o r 
To handle P~~.2' we simply note that 
~ X R > xldlll) ~ X R > cf for (1- C)Q ~ 1< Q. 
(52) 
(53) 
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That is obvious from the definition of n, and the fact that (- V,(r)) ~ 12 is 
supported in [XleftU), (0). (See the opening paragraphs of this section for 
the definition of f.) Summing (53), we find that 
R ( V (r))-I,2 ~ I (21 + 1 )1- 2" J -, + dr 
II-c)Q<;,<Q 0 n{ 
(54) 
(I c)Q<;,<Q 
Combining (51), (52), (54), we obtain 
J
R J2R dr 
P (r)dr,cC' _Q2-2,,+C (-r2V(r))I-,,-NT.2 'AR>cr + . 
o 0 r 
(55) 
Thus, we have estimated PNT.2 . 
Next, we estimate PNT.3. Define 
so that 
PNT.3 = (21 + I) P~UNK. (57) 
We investigate the support and integral of P~UNK. 
First suppose ZIO- 9 ~ 1 ~ (1 - c)Q. Then Lemma 4 applies, so V,(r) 
satisfies (ZO)-(Z9). In particular, 
S(Xlefl(I)) -V,(r)~ 1 . (r-x1eft(l)) 
X1eft( ) 
in JIeF! == [xleft(I), (I + c I) XleflU)] 
and V,(r»O outside JlefluJmiduJn-
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
We know that (-V,(r))+1/2, hence also p~UNK(r), is supported in lleft 
uJrnlduJrt" In fact, p~UNK(r)==O in J mid • To see this, fix rEJmid • By (59) 
we have - V,(r» -cV(r), i.e., 0> (I-c) V(r)+I(l+ 1)/r2, i.e., 1(1+ 1)< 
(l-c)·(-r2V(r)). This implies that 1~(I-c')/2(r), so that we cannot 
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have I~(r) - c(l~(r))1 4" ~ I ~ I~(r). (This argument uses the fact that I"?-
Zl" 'J ~ 1 to avoid trivial problems arising for f = 0, - r2 V( r) ~ 1. When 
(/ = 0, we must take care to pick c small enough in I ~(r) - c(f~( r)) I 4" 
~ f ~ f c(r) in order to contradict I ~ (1 - c') I l ( r).) Hence, the characteristic 
function 7."lr, ,(/,lr))1 4,,< 'oS',lrl is zero when rElIl1lu , so P~lJ]'.;K =0 in llll1U' 
as claimed. 
Next, we study fl~11NK in licit. We need the observation 
(61 ) 
This can bc read from (12) and the definition of S( .), or we can invoke 
Lemma 4 to see that 
Hence we know (61). Now suppose that rEllcl1 and I~(r)­
c(/~(r))1 4U~/~/~(r). Since I"?-Zlo Y~1, this implies that Ic(r)<I+ 
Cl i 4". Hence, I c( r) + 1 ~ I + C'II 4". By definition of 1.'( r), this shows that 
-r.'V(r)<(I+C'11 4")(/+("/1 4"+1), which implies that -r.'l'(r)< 
III + 1) + C"/c 4", i.e., 
1(1 + 1 ) C" P 4" 
- V,(r)= - V(r)---o-< "-0-
r- r-
(62) 
whenever rElleft and 12(r)-c(!~(r))1 4~/~/2(r). From (61) we see that 
1~/r2<CS(xlelt(l)) for rEllcn ' Therefore, (62) implies that -I/,(r)< 
C"/ 4"S(XIcIt(f)) whenever rE licit and 12 (r) - c(l2(r))1 4" ~ I ~ 12(r). In view 
of (58), this means that rEl lclt and 12(r)-c(l2(r))1 4"~/~/2(r) imply that 
rE ['\·Icf1(/), (1 + CI 4,,) XIcf1(1)]. Hence, 
Similarly, 
(supp P~lJNK) n l" c [( 1 - C/ 4,,) ,l"rt(/)' x,,(/)]. (64) 
From (58), (63), and definition (56) of P~\lNK' we have 
(65) 
A similar estimate holds in 1 rt" 
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From (58) and the definition of n I, we get the lower bound 
This and (65) yield 
A similar estimate holds for J rl , and we know that P~UNK is supported in 
JleftuJrt · Therefore, L~ p~uNK(r)dr~C12o. Again using supP(P~U!,;K)c 
J left U Jrt C [Xlefl(l), ex)), we obtain 
for ZiO' ~ I ~ (I - C)Q. (66) 
For ZiO 9 ~ I ~ (I - C)Q we have xrtU) > (I + c) X lefl (/)' so f~R X 1,lr) < o(dr/r) = 
gR XIii + I)ir' + Vir) < o(dr/r) ~ ex R E [Xkf,Ii). x). Hence (66) implies that 
fR 2R dr P~UNK (r) ~ CI- 20 f XIii + I) r' + l'lr) < 0-o 0 r 
for ZI0 9 ~ I ~ (I - C)Q. 
This is our basic estimate for P~UNK when ZH) 9 ~ I ~ (I - c)Q. 
(67) 
Next we derive an analogue of (67) for (I - C)Q ~ I ~ Q - e'Q 1 - 4". Here, 
c' is a small constant to be fixed after a few paragraphs. Fix I in this range 
and apply Lemma 5. Thus we have 
s 
- VI(r) ~ -::: (r - xlefl(l)) 
B 
-VI(r)~S 
S 
- VI(r) ~ -::: (xrtU) - r) 
B 
(68) 
(70) 
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for rElleftulrnldul,t, 
11,= J' f. (- V,(r)) + l.2 dr ~ S 12ii. 
() 
(71 ) 
(72) 
Note that (- V,(r»+ 12, hence also P~l;NK(r), is supported in llefl Ulm.d U 
lrt, Suppose that rEllert ulrt belongs to the support of P~U],;K' Then 
12(r)-c(12(r))1 4"~/~/2(r) with a small constant c. Since 
(1-C)Q~l<Q, this implies that 12(r)~/+2cQI 4"; hence 12(r)+I~ 
1+ 3cQI 40, By the definition of 12(1'), this yields 
-r 2 V(r) ~ (/ + 3cQI 4,,)(/+ 3cQI 4" + 1 ) ~ /(1 + 1) + IOcQ2 4" 
Therefore, 
for r E supp P~lJNK' (73) 
If rElmid , then (69) and (73) show that S<2'Q 2 4"/1'2, We can make? 
small by taking c small. From (71) and the definition of S, we conclude 
that 
(74) 
On the other hand, we are studying I in the range (1 - (")Q ~ 
/ ~ Q - c'QI 4", This contradicts (74), provided we take c small enough in 
(56) and pick c' = 22", Therefore, no r E 1 mid can belong to the support of 
P~lJNK' Now we know that supp P~UNK C lleft U lrt, 
Suppose rE(suppp~UNK)nllefl' From (68) and (73) we get 
S Q2 ~ Q2-~ 
-:: (r-x1eft(l») ~ C--2-~ C -.-,-B r,." (by (71 »), 
By definition of S, this is equivalent to ((Q-l)/B)("-Xleft(/))~CQI 4" 
I.e" 
for r E lleft n supp P~lJNK' (75) 
Putting (68), (72), (75) into the definition of P~lI],;K' we obtain the 
inequality 
for r E llefl' 
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Hence, 
A similar inequality holds for lrl' Since P~UNK is supported in lleft U 
lrl c [cf,x), it follows that 
R (QI 40)12 t p~UNK(r)dr~Cx.R>cf Q_I 
for (l_c)Q~/~Q_c'QI-40. (76) 
This is our basic estimate for P~lJNK when (I - C)Q < I ~ Q - c'Q 1- 4". 
For Q - c'QI 40 < 1< Q, we use the obvious inequality J~ p~lJNK(r) dr ~ 
J;- (( - V,(r)) ~ 12/n ,) dr = 1 (any I). Since supp P~UNK c supp( V,(r)) ~ 12 c 
[d, x) for the I in question, it follows that 
R t p~lJNK(r)dr~x.R>Cf for Q-c'QI 4°<I<Q. (77) 
We can now control PNT.3(r) by using (57), (67), (76), (77). From (57) we 
get 
pr-<T,3(r) = PJlJNK, dr) + PJlJNK,2(r) + PWNK,3(r) (78) 
with 
PJUNK,I(r)= L (2/+ l)p~UNK(r) (79) 
ZI0-'<:;,<:; II-"IL! 
PJUNK,2(r) = L (21 + I) p~lJNK(r) (80) 
(I (-:).Q</~Q_ ("'.o1 411 
PJlJNK,3(r) = I (21 + I) p~lJNK(r), (81) 
Q c'121 - 4u < 1< Q 
Equations (67) and (79) yield 
(82) 
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Equations (76) and (gO) yield 
·N I fillNK,2(r) elr 
.'() 
,.N 
(2/+1)J {J~IINK(r)dr 
~,[ 0 
:( CIN>" L 
II ,J!J < {< 12 
<: C' Q:'. 2" ~ XR->,I' . 
Equations (77) and (81 ) yield 
,.N 
I P llINK,,(r) elr 
.() 
(
QI 4")1:'. (2/+ 1) --
,12 i ,,, Q-I 
,N 
I (21+1)1 fi~INK(r)dr 
!J ,'!}I 4,/< /._!} "'0 
Combining (78) with (g2) (84). we obtain 
(83) 
(84) 
At last we can estimate (INT' In fact, Lemma 8 and estimates (50). (55). and 
(85) together tell us that 
I
'N I I (I N I (I') elr 
'Il 
,·2N ell' 
2" + C 1 (-1'21'(1'))1." 
"Il I' 
I"'~R 
+cl min:(-rC V(r)),.cQ2 x" 1 dr )-
r "0 
This is our basic result for (INT' 
(86) 
Let us review what has happened so far. Equation (31) expresses the 
density p(r) in terms of PlOW' Ii,". liNT. liIRROR, which are defined by 
(32) (35). We have estimated filRROR and fiNT by (46) and (86). It remains 
to understand {J,c and estimate fiLOW' 
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Next we study P'C' which is of course the main term in p. We will prove 
the following elementary result, from which the behavior of Psc can be read 
off easily. 
LE!vIMA 9. For all real Illlmhers W, lI'e hm'e 
I (21 + I )( W - 1(/ + I )) ~ 2 
I~/]() <) 
Proof If W ~ 2Z2 x 10 ", then the conclusion of the lemma is trivial. 
Suppo~e that W> 2Z2 x 10 ". Let t max be the positive root of t( t + I ) = W, 
and set 
G(t) = ( W - t(t + 1 )) 12 
We will bound the derivatives ofG(t). In fact, (cj/dt)"'G(t) is a sum of terms 
of the form 
A (d)"" ( W - t( t + I )) I /2 A • .Ill dt {t(t + 1 )} 
with m,;?!I,m l +···+m A =m. (87 ) 
For a nonzero term we must have tn, ~ 2, so that I ~ m, ~ 2 and A ~ tnl + 
... + tn4 ~ 2A. Thus A ~ tn ~ 2A, i.e., m/2 ~ A ~ m. Since I(dldt)""{ t(t + 1)}1 
:s; 0 2 "" for t;?! ZIO ", (87) is dominated by (J-V - t(t + 1)) I 2 .4 t 2A m 
Therefore. 
( t2 )A '" 
. W - t(t + 1) . (88) 
We distinguish the cases t ~ ~tmax' t > ~lmax' If t:S; ±t max , then 
t 2/( W - t( 1 + 1 )) ~ c, so the largest term on the right of (88) comes from 
A = m/2. Hence, 
I( d)'" I dt G(t) ~ C;,,( W - t(t + I )) 12m 2 
\'f ZIO" 1 ~t~2tmax' (89) 
(90) 
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Therefore, t 2i( W - t( t + 1 )) ~ Wi Wi 2( t """ - t) > c, so the largest term In 
(88) comes from A =/11. Thus, (88) and (90) yield 
for ~("",,~t<tmax' 
From (89) and (91) we see that 
~ CIII [ vV I 2(/max -/)J 12. (t max -I) III 
for ZIO "~/<tmax' (92) 
Now set F(t)=(2/+1)·(W-t(I+I))12=(2t+l)G(t) for ZI!)'~I< 
t max ' Since 
~ F(I)=(2t+l) - G(t) ( ')111 (d)'" dt dt 
( d)1II I + (const lll ) lil G(t) for m ~ I, 
estimate (92) implies that 
l(
d)1II I cil Fit) ~ C",a(l), 111(1), 
with 
a(l) = Wi 4t(tmax - t)1 2, ,( t) = mint t, Imax - t} 
for ZI()"~I<tJ11ax(recallthatlJ11ax~W'2). (94) 
From (94) we see that on [a, h J = [ZIO ", I ma .\ - 20J, we have r(t) ~ 20; 
III - 121 < cr(ll) implies that r(ll) ~ ,(12) and a(t,) ~ a(1 2 ), since t, ~ 12 and 
t max - (I ~ lmax - t l · Therefore, the hypotheses of the lemma on Riemann 
slims are satisfied by F(t), a( t), ,(I) on [a, h J. That lemma yields 
. I (21 + 1 )( ~V - 1 (/ + 1 )) '2 
JH ~~/::fmH 20 
.h I F(I) = j F(t) dt + Error" 
IE (ll,hl (', § a 
(95) 
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with 
I Error II ~ Or(a)+ ea(b)+ e r a(t) r-I00(t) dt. (96) 
<I 
From (94) we see that a(a)~ WI/ 2 ·Z IO 9,a(b)~ W 34, 
h f .. aft) r- 100ft) dt 
lmax.: 2 
~ fmaA-20 [W3/4(tmax-t)I/2](tmax-t)-IOOdt~ W 34. 
lmax/2 
Putting these results into (96), we see that 
(97) 
Also, S~ F(t) dt = SZ (2t + 1)( W - tit + 1 Wi2 dt = SZ:::~: (W - u)12 du = 
~(W -a(a+ 1 ))32 - ~(W -b(b+ 1 W 2• Here, W -b(b+ 1)- WI/2(tmax -b)~ 
Wli2, so (W-b(b+I))32~ew34. Also a(a+I)«I.I)Z21O-9<1W, so 
I~ W 32 - ~(W - a(a + 1 ))3/21 ~ ewl/2a(a + I) (by the mean-value theorem) ~ 
C'WUZ2-X 10- 9• Therefore, 
h f F(t) dt = ~ W 3/2 + Error2 
a 
From (95), (97), (98) we get 
I (2/ + 1)( W -/(1 + 1 ))1/2 = 1 W 3i 2 + Error3, (99) 
10-
9 ~ I~ tmax - 20 
with 
(100) 
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Since t max is the positive root of t(t + I) = W, we have 
I ,21 + I )( W - 1(1 + I l) 1+ ~ 
I ~ /IIJ 'I 
= l/", 'I < ~ 'm,n 20 (21 + I )( W - 1(1 + I )) 1 2 J 
-t-l,,,,,, 21t {. 'm,,, ,21 + I )( W - I( 1+ 1 )) I 2 J . ( 101 ) 
The first sum on the right is controlled by (99). The second sum has at most 
20 terms, each of which is dominated by CW 14 by virtue of (93), (94). Hence 
the second sum on the right of (101) is dominated by CW 14 So (99) (101) 
imply that L{" /'" 'I (21 + I )( W - I( I + I )) 1+ 2 = ~ W 3. ~ + Error, with I Errorl < 
C WI 4 + CZ 2 ,Ill "r'f'1 2. This is the conclusion of Lemma 9, since W > 
2Z~' 10 ". I 
To control Ii" using Lemma 9. we simply recall the definitions (28), (33) to 
write 
1 ( 1(1 + 1 ) ) 1 2 {I,c(r)= I (2/+1)·- ---,--1'(1') 
I ~> /10 l} rr r- t 
1 
1[1' {?~II " (21 + 1)( -r2 V(r) - 1(/ + 1 ))1+"-
Lemma 9, with W= -r'l/(r), gives 
with 
{ (_r2~'(r))14 , 'I(-r 2V(r))12} x + z· Y 10 • I' I' (103 ) 
We rewrite (102), (103) slightly as 
or 
(\04) 
with 
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IPEXTRA(r)1 ~ Cr2( - V(r)):2 X r'l(rl,;Z,,1Il 9 
( _ r2 V( r)) 3 4 
+ C + X r'nrl>Z"!O 9 
r 
These are our basic results on Psc' 
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Next, we estimate PLOW' Fix C as in Lemma 3. For C~l< ZIO-9, Lemma 3 
and the second degenerate density lemma yield 
Z ~l~) ~~ f p,(r)dr~C+CZ 320J (-V,(r))~2dr 
o 0 
and 
( 107) 
Since V,(r) = l(l + 1 }/r2 + Vir) > Vir) ~ - Sir) by (i), (ii), (2), (106), and (107) 
imply 
~ 910 x 
f p,(r) dr ~ C + CZ 320 f SI2(r) dr o 0 
+ cf SI2(r) dr 
.\'(r) > (Zll< 10 
and 
rf Pr(r) dr ~ C + CJ' f. SI2(r) dr. 
~o 0 
Recalling the definition of S(r), we get 
7. 'oJ 10 
S" Pr(r)dr~CZI16o (J (108) 
rIo p,(r)dr~CZI3 
.() 
for C ~ 1< ZIO 9 (109) 
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Similarly, for 1 ~ 1 < C (with C as in Lemma 3), Lemma 2 and the third 
degenerate density lemma yield 
£ YIn f r· p,(r)dr~C+CZ n01 (-V,(r))~2dr 
-0 0 
+ C r (Ecril - V,(r))I/ dr 
o 
(110) 
and 
j'f p,(r)(Ir~C+Crf (-V,(r))~2dr. 
'0 '0 
( III ) 
with Ecnt = V,(Z HIO). When r = Z HiIO and 1 < C, we have 1(1 + 1 )/r2 ~ 
CZ I6 10 and Vir) ~ -Sir) = _ZIXIO by (i), (ii), (2). Thus Ecril = V,(Z - HilO) '" 
_ZIHIO. Hence (110), (Ill) simply assert that (106), (107) hold for 
1 ~/<C. Just as (106), (107) led to (108), (109), we now obtain 
/. 4 10 
r . p,(r) ~ CZlli60 for 1 ~l<C ( 112) 
'0 
r
f
. p,(r)dr~CZI3 for 1 ~l<C. (113 ) 
-0 
For 1 = 0, Lemma I and the fourth degenerate density lemma yield 
Z '-J[O :t 
1 p,(r)dr~C+CZ 3/20 1 (-V(r))~2dr o 0 
+ C r (Ecril - V(r))~2 dr 
o 
and 
r p,(r)dr~C+Cr (-V(r))~2dr, 
o 0 
with E
cnl = ViZ HIO)~ -5(Z HIO)= _ZI8/10. So once again we obtain 
Z 91U t p,(r)dr~CZlli60 
I.e p,(r) dr ~ CZ li3 
o 
for 1=0 (114 ) 
for 1 = o. (115 ) 
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Putting (108), (109), and (112 )-(115) into the definition of PLOW( r), we 
obtain the estimates: 
Z~9dO L PLOw(r)dr~CZll/60.Z2XIO-9 
Thus, 
LR PLOW(r) dr ~ CZ 11 /60 + 2 x 10 9 + CXR> Z-9 IOZ 1 ,3 + 2 x 10. 9. (116) 
This is our basic estimate for PLOW' 
At last we have learned enough to draw conclusions about the three-
dimensional density p. From (31) and (104) we have 
4nr 2 [p(r) -~ (- V(r))~2] 6n~ 
= PLOW(r) + PEXTRA(r) + PNT(r) + PERROR(r). (117) 
The integrals of PLOW(r), PEXTRA(r), PNT(r) on [0, R] are estimated by 
(116), (105), and (86). Hence we obtain 
2x 10- 9 fR 2 li2. dr] + CZ 0 (-r V(r)) + X _r1V(r»Z2xIO- 9 -;: 
+ Cx . Q 2 - 2u + C ( _ r2 V( r)) 1 - " -[ f2R dr • R > cr 0 + r 
f2R dr] + C 0 min{ (-r 2 V(r))+, cQ 2 - 8a} -;: . (118 ) 
('()7 III \.\\ 
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( For con venience, we have harmlessly changed a I 0 ~ to 10 H in (118). 
This merely weakens the estimate.) 
We will check that scveral of the terms on the right-hand side of ( 118) 
may be dropped, because they are dominated by the remaining terms on 
the right. In fact, 
·R 
Z2,<'O"1 (-r"V(r))1,2 X 
'0 
dr 
'1-
r 
rR 
J
) , ) 
:( r(-V(r)),-X 
Il 
.R 
+ I (-r2V(r))~4 X 
'0 
dr (119) r"2~'(r) > /.~,)O 
r 
(120) 
.R I re( - V(r))3/ X ,'llrl'o/,.,II' 1Ir 
'0 
(by (0)) 
:(CZII hOI "xIO". (121 ) 
Hence, on the right-hand side of ( liS) we may deletc the left-hand side of 
( 1 19) ( 121) without changing the total order of magnitude. Thus, (liS) 
becomes 
:(CZ I5 +CXR>/ "J(I·ZI.1+2xIO "+CZ2 .1 12 . .1 I11 XR >,/ I' 
2R 
+ C r min[( -r"V(,.)) +, cZ2 3 
'0 
IX 3111 I elr 
i-' 
r 
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(Here we dominated Zlli60+2xIO-9 by ZI2/60=ZI15, and we recalled that 
Q - Z13, f - Z- 13.) This implies trivially that 
(At'IR _ Rol < 1110lRo I LR [PLOW(r) + PEXTRA(r) + PNT(r)] dr IZY 2 
:< CZl5 + Cx Z l i3 + 2 x 10 y + CZ2,3 1231"X 
-....::: .. Ro > ( 1,:'2)7 lj, \0 • .. Ro > <"7 1 J 
(122 ) 
This estimate can be combined with estimate (46) for PERROR' In view of 
(117), we obtain 
(AL'IR Rill < (1.IOIRII I r [p(r) - 6: 2 ( - V(r )):2 j 4nr2 drl2y2 
:<[CZI5+CZli3+2XI09X .' _ +CZ2.3 (2i 3fu.., 
"'" • Ro > 11,' 2lZ 910 A Ro > ('£ I ~ 
.. 4Ru 
+cj min{(-r 2 V(r))+,cZ 213 
o 
+ [ ZIO .V + CZ2i3 IZi31aX _ Ro>('/ 1'\ 
r
2RO
, dr 
+ C (-rV(r»)I+-a-
'0 r 
IS 31a I drj {-
r 
",2RI) drj 
+C I (-r 2 V(r))+x r'Vlrl«'/" IX'Ia-
r 
. 
'0 
Each of the last four terms on the right is dominated by one of the previous 
terms on the right. Hence, the above estimate may be rewritten as 
( I 
R [ I . ] 12) 1-2 AVIR RIlI<II.IOIRIi L p(r)-6n2(-V(r»:2 4nr2dr 
:<CZI5+CZI3+2xIO 'X 91l1+CZ2i3 123IaXRo >,'_'_ I' '" • Ro > 11-217: ,-
IS31a) dr {-
r 
(123 ) 
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The right-hand side simplifies further. For r ~ Z 1.3 we have - r2 V(r)~ 
r2S(rl=Zr~Z23 so that Z23 12,3)a., . ,cCS4RII(-rCV(r»1 a(dtit) 
, ~ A Ro > ('/ I) ~ () +,1 • 
Thus, the term Cz23 (21)aXRII >,." 1,1 may be deleted from (123). Also, 
~ r f (-r 2 V(r»)I, a X 
.() 
f4RO , " f _ 2 2(1 + X rl(r)", 1 mIn I ( r V(r»+, CQ () 
2" I dr f-
r 
f4RII +C min{(-r2 V(r»,Z21 (2.1),,} dr, r o 
-4RII ,elr 
:(C'+Ci min[(-r2V(r»,Z21 (21),,}_. 
'0 r 
So the terms S~R"( - r2 Vir»~ ~ "(dr/r) and S~R" min {( - r2 V(r), Z23 (K/3)" } (dr/r) 
are both dominated by S~Romin{(-r2V(r», Z13 (23 I"}(dr/r)+CZ IS , 
Consequently, (123) may be rewritten 
( 1 
R [ 1 J 12) I, 2 Al'IR R"I«IIO)R" L p(rl- 6n2 (-V(r)12 4n:r2 dr 
,c CZ I !5 + CZI.!3 + 2 x 10 '. 
'" 'XRo> (1!21/ ' III 
J4RII + C min{r2S(r), Z23 (2,11" I clr f--; o 
By definition (0), 
min { r2 S( r), Z2 1 (2,1)a} 
={~:~3 12/1)" 
r • 
if 0 < r ~ Z 1 i1 1 2! 3 )a 
if Z 1,3 12.31"~r:(Z 
if Z 11+ai3:(r<!X 
1 3 +" J 
( 124) 
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so 
f4RO • ,.' dr mlll{r2S(r), Z2,3-(2,3)a}_ o r 
if 0<Ro~Z-I,3-(2i3)a 
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{
ZRO 
~ Z23-(2i3)a ln ( CRo) Z-1 13 (213)a if Z-L3-(213)a~Ro~z-113+a3 
Z23- (213)a[1 + a In ZJ if Z-li3 + a'3 ~ Ro < en. 
Hence (124) becomes 
with 
tffu(Ro) = ZI15 
6'A Ro) = ZI13 + 2 x 10- 9 
for 0<RO <-iZ- 9 '1O 
for ~Z-9ilO ~ Ro ~ Z 2i3 + 2 x 10-- 9 
(126 ) 
(127 ) 
for Z-2/3+2xlO-9~Ro~Z-"3-(2i3)a (128) 
8A R o) = Z2i3 - (2/3)u( 1 + In[Z113 + (231u RoJ) 
for Z-I/3-(2i3)a ~ Ro ~ Z-1.3+u.3 (129) 
8
u
(Ro) = Z23 (23)a(1 + a In Z) 
for Z-li3+ui3~Ro< 00. (130) 
Estimates (125 )-( 130) are our basic results for the three-dimensional 
density p associated to - A + V. The next two lemmas are elementary 
consequences of (125 )-(130). 
LEMMA 10. Suppose that U(r) is a smooth function supported in 
{J<r<2J} and satisj.i'ing IU(r)I~C, IU'(r)I~CJI. Assume that 
J < Z- li3. Then 
Proof We use (125)-(130) with a=O. In particular, we do not need to 
assume number-theoretic type a for a>O (see (24)-(26)). With 
R[ (_V(r))32] 
G(R) = t p(r) - 67[2 47[r 2 dr, 
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we have 
It U(rJp(r)4nr2dr- Vir)· " 4nr2 dr f ' (_V(r))32 I -0 6n-
=Ir U(r)G'(r)drl=lr U'(r)G(r)drl 
~ c r (~J " IV'(R)IIG(R)I dR) dRo 
o Ro IR R"I<Ro,IO 
~c r" (~ t 
'0 0 
)
1," 
IU'(R)I" dR 
Rol -< RIJ,')O 
X - r IG(R)1 2 dR dRo ( 
1 )1/2 
Ro . I II 1101 < RollO 
~cf' i5 I X .. ,)<II()<OJo(R o)dRo 
o 
(by (125) and by our assumptions on V(R)~CJ;)(Cb). I 
LEMMA 11. We have the estimate 
"lfRl (-V(r») 32 J 12 dR I p(r)- 2 4nr 2 dr 2 2~CZ5!3 1231" 
-0 .() 6n Z + R 
Proot: With G(R) = L~[p(r) - (- V(r»32/6n 2] 4nr2 dr, we have 
dR r' IG(R)1 2 Z 2+R" 
"0 
f" (I r ~C R()'IR 
-0 
IG(RW 
11,,1 < 11,,/10 Z 2 + R2 dR) dRo 
~ct (~)IR Rot < Ro/ 10 ) dRo IG(R)1 2 dR Z "+ R~ 
, , dRo ~Cf (8,,(R o))-Z 2+R~ 
-0 
by (125). 
Now (126) (130) yield 
tiRo lj In ') rl I 21Z (8)RoW Z 2 + R~ 
'0 
, iR ~ Z2,5 f \ 0 " = CZ7i5 ~ Z5i3 (231" 
o Z - + Ro 
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:::;;Z2i 3+4xlO 9fY~ dROo=CZ53-L10+4XlO-9~Z53 1231a 
(\/2)Z-91(1 Ro 
Z-I.J 12,J'" dR 
,,:::: f (ZR )2 _0 = Z5/3 - (2/3 la 
'" 0 R 2 ' , 
o 0 
fZ -
113 + O./J)o dR 
Z- 13 12.3'" (Ca (RO»2 Z-2: R~ 
= Z4/3 (4/3",. Z Ii3+(2/3)a Ioc (1 + In 1)2 dl :::;; CZ53 (231a 
I t 2 
fOC' dR :::;; Z4/3 - (4/3 )a( 1 + a In Z)2--T Z-I'J, (lmu Ro 
= Z4/3 - (4/3 )a(l + a In Z)2 . Z + 1/3 (I/3)a 
= z 5/3 - (5 /3)a( 1 + a In Z)2 :::;; CZ5/ 3 -12!3)a. 
Hence, J;;c IG(RW dR/(Z-2 + R2) :::;; C J~ (Ca(Ro))2 dRo/(Z-2 + R~) :::;; 
CZ5i3 - (2/3)a, which is the conclusion of the lemma. I 
In Lemma 11, we want to replace (Z- 2 + R2) by R2. If we simply use 
(125 H 130) and try to repeat the proof of Lemma 11, then we get a 
divergent integral because of the singularity at R = O. This reflects our lack 
of attention to the vanishing of S~ [per) - (1/6n 2 )( - V(r»32] 4nr2 dr at 
R = O. To remedy the problem at the origin, it is convenient to return to 
[R3 and invoke the following elementary elliptic estimate. 
LEMMA 12. Suppose that -Au = Wu on [R3, with I W(x)1 < Cflxl on the 
ball B(O, 3). Then 
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Proof. The Sobolev and Holder inequalities give 
Ilull L' (BIO, 1)):( C IIL1ull,JO ,,( B(0,2)) + C Ilull L'IB(IUI) (131 ) 
II L1u ll,,11117(B(IU)) = II Wull,,11) I7(BlO,211 
:( II WII,JolI(B(IUllllull,,5IBI0.2J1 (132) 
II ull,51B10, 2)) :( C II L1ull"" "(B(II, 3)) + C II ull L2(8(0, 3)1 (133) 
IIL1ull,,15 "IIJ(O.))) = II WlIll,15 11(BIIUI) 
:( II WII L
'
1) IIIB(II,311 11l/11"IIB1o.3)1· (134 ) 
Since IIWL'I)II(BIIU)):(C, estimates (131) and (132) show that 
Ilull", (B(O, 1)):( C Il u ll,518(0,21)' (135) 
and estimates (133) and (134) show that 
Ilull"IB((UII:( C 111I11,,2IBlo.3)J' (136) 
The conclusion of the lemma is immediate from (135), (136), I 
The indices here are somewhat arbitrary, and the proof is very old. 
Rescaling from the unit ball to B(O,Z ') by setting ii(x)=u(Z 'x) for 
u E L 2( B(O, Z ')), we get the following result from Lemma 12. 
COROLLARY I. Suppose that L1u = Wu and I W(x)1 :( CZ/lxl on 
B(O,3Z ') C 1R3. Then 
max lu(x)1 2:( CZ3 J lu(x)l2 dx. 
,cBIO,/ I) BIO.3Z I) 
This in turn implies 
COROLLARY 2. Let Ek he the non-positive eigenL'alues oj' - L1 + W(x) on 
IR 1, and let IjJ k(X) he the corresponding normali::ed eigen/ill1ctions. Form 
the density pIx) = Lk IljJdx)1 2 on 1R3. Ij' 1 W(x)1 :( CZ/lxl on 1R3 then 
max'EBIO,/ 'IP(X):(CZ 3 SIJ(II.V ,)p(x)dx. 
Proof. The Ek are all bounded in absolute value by CZ2, since 
-L1+W>-L1-CZ/lxl. Hence IW(x)-Ekl:(CZ/lxl on B(O.3Z I), 
Apply the preceding corollary to each IjJ dx), and sum on k, I 
Let us return to functions of one variable. Corollary 2 says that 
dZ ) 
max p(r):(CZ3 J p(r) 4nr2 dr. 
O<r</l 0 
( 137) 
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We can estimate the right-hand side by using (125), (126). In fact, from 
(125), (126) with Ro=20Z- I , we get 
1 
R[ (-v(r)) 3i21 1 L p(r) - 6n 2 + 4nr2 dr :( CZ IS . 
for at least one R with IR - Rol < foRo; hence 10Z-
' 
< R < 30Z-
'
. Since 
also 
, 30Z - 1 30Z - 1 30Z - 1 
J (-V(r))32r2dr:(CJ S32(r)r2dr=CJ Z32r l2dr 
00
this implies that 
hence 
R J p(r) 4nr2 dr:( CZ I 5; 
o 
IOZ- 1 L p(r) 4nr2 dr:( CZ I 5. 
Putting this into (137), we find that 
p(r):( CZ I6S for 0 < r < Z - I. 
Hence 
(138 ) 
,Z-1 . dR Z-1 :(cj (ZI65R3)2_2=CZ325 r R 4 dR=C'Z75. (139) 
o R '0 
Since also 
.Z-1 IJ R (- V(r))32 2 12 dR 
J ·4nr dr -o 0 6n 2 R2 
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it follows from (139) that 
This inequality and Lemma 11 show that 
Jf \'R[ (-v(r))'2j \2dR I p(r) - 2 4nr2 dr 2~ CZS3 o '0 6n R ( 140) 
Equation (140) has a three-dimensional interpetation. In fact, let E be 
the potential energy 
I r f(x)f(y) i I 
- ex (\' 
2·u\x),\\ Ix-yl . 
associated to a radially symmetric charge density f of [R1.\. Then E is 
expressed in terms of the corresponding function fir) on (0, if)) by the 
formula 
l'f\'R \2dR E=-j j f(r)·4nr 2 dr 2' 
2 0 () R 
This follows immediately by integrating Newton's formula 
, f darea(x)darea(y) 
J\CSIRI) YESIR2) 1;(- yl 
(4nR~)(4nR;) 
max(R t , R 2 ) , 
SiR) = sphere of radius R. 
Hence, (140) means that 
satisfies 
Perr(X) = pix) - ~ (- V(X)f2 6]"[- on [R13 (141 ) 
( 142) 
For future reference, we record (141), (142), and Lemma 10 above, in the 
next section. 
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Let V~F(X) be the Thomas-Fermi potential on [R;'. Thus _,1V~F = 
(const) IV~F132 on [R;3\{0} and 
as x -> O. 
Let V(x) be a radially symmetric potential on [R;3. We write also V(r), 
V~I'(r) as functions of one variable. Assume that 
for'Y. ~ 0, (l) I (:, r V( r) I ~ C 7 r - 7 min {~, r 4 } 
I(:,r {v(r)-V~F(z)}l~cor-7min{~,r 4} for 0~cx~2, (2) 
with Co a small positive constant determined by the C 7 in (t). 
Form the Schrodinger operator H= -,1 + V(x) on [R;3. Let Ek be the 
non-positive eigenvalues of H and let I/J k(X) be the corresponding 
(normalized) eigenfunctions. As usual, form the density 
p(x) = I Il/JdxW on [R;3. 
k 
Then define Perror(x)=p(x)-(1/6n2)(-V(x))~2. Our goal IS to estimate 
Perror(x ). 
THEOREM 1. Let U(x) be a smooth, radially symmetric function on [R;3, 
supported in {15<lxl<215} with 15<Z-I/3 and satisfying IU(x)I~C, 
IVU(x)1 ~ C15 I. Assume that Z is greater than a certain large, positive 
constant determined by the C 7 in (I). Then 
I L1 U(x) Perror(x) dx I ~ C'Z15 + C'zl 3 + 2 x 10 9. 
The constant C' depends only on C above and on the C 7 in (1 ). 
Proof This is a weakened form of Lemma lOin the prevIOus 
section. I 
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For a more refined estimate, we introduce Q, the posItive root of 
Q(Q+I)=max r >o(-r 2 V(r)). Thus Q~ZI3. For integers O:(/<Q, we 
define 
111=( (_v(r)_I(l~I))+12dr, 
I ' f • 1(/ + 1 )) I 2 1 ¢J 1= - J ( - HI') - --, - dr - -. 
no ,.- + 2 
THEOREM 2. Suppose Ihe numhers, 111' ¢JI salish' Ihe f()lloll'ing ('olldilions, 
\I'ilh 0:( a < rt: 
(A) There are (/1 mosl CQ I 6a illlegers 1:( Q f()/' \l'hich I¢J 1- (nearest 
illleger) 1 :( 1 (,43. 
(B) For ZIO ":(i l <i2 <Q I\'ith i 2 -i l >QI IDa, lI'e hal'c 
III .~< I, (21 f~ I ) 1. (¢J I) I :( CQ 2a II <~s I, (21; 1 ) 
Final/y, supposc that Z is grcatcr than a ccrtaill farge, 
stalll determincd hy C, a ill (A), (B) and hy thc C, 
Ie",. I>.' Perror(x) PcrrorLI')(dx a:l'/Ix -)'1):( C'Z)) 1231a The 
depcnds 011/)' on C, a, alld Ihc C, in (I ). 
positive COIl-
ill (I). Then 
('onslant C' 
Proof (A) and (8) imply (24) (26) In the prevIOus section, so our 
lemma is just (142) of that section. I 
Clearly, we shall have to do some work to establish (A) and (8) for a 
positive a. Note that the analogues of (A) and (B) are false for the 
harmonic oscillator and for the hydrogen atom, as mentioned in the Intro-
duction. 
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